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Discrimination suit affects hiring
By John Baldwin
SlatfWriler

The University will chauge
its hiring poliCies in the wake
of a successful discrimination
suit against the Board of
Trustees, administrators say.
A state appellate court in
Mount Vernon ruled i:l
December that the Board ;)f
Trustees unfairly denied
James Knight a position on the
SIU-Edwardsvillp. police
department. The board based

its decision on information in a
police report stating that
Knight was in a fight and tried
to shoot another person.
The court found the board's
aecision unfaill>~'!ause Knight
was found guilty only of
carrying a gun in East st.
Louis and was not charged
with anything else.
"We have mechanisms in
place new tc. prevent this type
of thing from happening in the
future," Thomas Pritton, vice

chancellor for admi'"1isiration,
said.
Benjamin Quillian, vice
president for administration at
Edwardsville, said; ".
honestly don't believe there
will be a significant impact. It
is not aur policy under normal.
conditions to use arrest
records."
Britton said administrators
f!"om both campuses have met
to discur:: hiring policies to
ensure that similar suits don't

come up in the future.
Gus Bode
He said a policy is being set
up to determine what information can be used when.
determining whether or not to
hire somebody. He said Knight

:r~:'certun;ts ~ a~~tEorl~
decision and a monetary
settlement is being wor~ed on.
The figure will be "iI:. the
ballpark of $125,000," hP said,
See SUIT, Page 8

Gus says when the University
Isn't sHlnnative enough In Its
actions, try a judge.

13 counts
on Reiman
dismissed
By John Mohler
SlatfWriler

A judge dismissed 13 co)unts
of kidnapping and sex-related
charges Thursday against
Physical Plant assistant
director Dale Reiman.
The charges were dismissed
011 motions by Reiman's attorney, Richard W. White.
Wh:te said there were too
many charges filed for each
offenst..
The excessive number of
charges were "a violation of
due process," White said, and
compared them to double
jeopardy, or the illegal trial
of a person more than once
for the same offense.
But Jackson County State's
Attorney John Clemons
argued, "Multiple acts were
committed, and we can apply
various theories for each
act."
Judge David W. Watt also
granted the defense Bills of
Particular that require the
state's attorneys office to
clarify three other char~....,
considered too vague.
Watt will rule later on
motions to dismiss two counts
of aggravated sexual assault
and sexual abuse.
The hearhlg lasted almost
two hours, as both lawyers
argued the original 34 counts
one-by-one before the judge.
Reiman sat quietly, occasionally rocking back and
forth in his chair.
Clemons said he will review
records before considering an
appeal of Watt's rulings.
"Mr. Reiman is still in
considerable trouble,"
See REIMAN, Page 8
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Phil Nelson, right. Southern Baptist Ministry director at SllJoC,
prays with supporters of blble-quoting substitute taacher

Curti. C8ldweU .t the school bMreI mHtlng held Thursday
evening .t the Parrish School In Carbondale.

Bible-teaching controversy heats up meeting
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

Tensions were high as more
than 400 people gathered
Thursday night to hear both
s: ies of a dispute over a
Bible-quoting substitute
teacher who angered the
atheist parent of a student.
Neither the teacher, SIU-C
graduate student Curtis
Caldwell, nor the parent, John
Stivers, spoke at the District
95 Board of Education
meeting, held in the Parish
School Auditorium. But there

were plentY of others willing
to step in and take their
places.
Robert
Sherman,
spokesman for American
Atheists, told the board there
has been a break down of
American values, with
bigotry, hostility and
discrimination prevailing.
"George Bush, thet vice
president of the United States,
told me a few weeks ago that
atheists should not be
regarded 2S citizens in this
country because we're 'One

nation under God,'" Sherman
said.
Before he could imish his
statements, many members
of the audience applauded
and raised their hands in the
air, shouting "Amen" and.
"Praise the Lord."
"We're ooe natioo under a
constitution, not under God,"
Sherman rejoined.
James Patrick of Carterville told the crowd, "The
atheists and the homosexuals·
have grouped together. The
problems and. what comes

from

homosexuality

are

chains that bind the students

from Christianity.
"We have condemned a
national religion and accepted
atheism. Jesus Christ,
almighty God, has been
eliminated
from
the
classroom."

Gene Taylor of Carterville
said; "We have religion in

~e ~~::r ev:;rlsda~

psychology class that they are
See IIEmNG, Page 8

McFarlane feeling heat of Iran probe
WASHINGTON (UPI) Robert McFarlane, alerted
that he may be indicted in the
Iran-Contra investigation, is
negotiating with independent
prosecutor Lawrence Walsh
to avoid charges in exchange
for his cooperation in the
sweeping probe, sources said
Thursday.
Leonard Garment, the
lawyer for the former
national security adviser, has
been meeting with Walsh's
staff in a bid to prevent his
client's indictment on
criminal charges, the sources
said.

House Democrats not
gloating over victory
Contras relying on
stockpiled weapons
-Page 11
Garment told United Press
International he has been
trying to persuade investigators "that it is in their
best interest not to indict
McFarlane. "
Garment also said no plea

_greement was being and Win never 'plea bargain..'
discussed.
He is guilty of no crime for
Earlier Thursday, Garment any action taken in the Iranconfirmed to UPI that the Contra matter." •
negotiations to have his client
Sources close to Walsh's 14cooperate with Walsh's in- month-old investigation said
vestigators were intended to Garment has received word
avert any indictment. Later,
however, he issued a :aJ:;la~~ n~e~on:illor ~
statement terming UP!'s indicted by the federal grand
story "false or ~onfiJsing in jury hearing the evidence
every significant respect."
from Walsh's prohe.
"Neither Mr. McFarlane
McFarlane,
President
nor I have engaged in an Reagan's national security
effort to 'make a deal' of any adviser from October 1983 to
kind with the independent December 1985, has testified
counsel," his statement said.
"Mr. McFarlane has never See PROBE, Page 8
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DHAKA, Banglad..'"Sh (UPI) - Supporters of rival candidates
iIi next week's loca1 elections claShed across the CO"."try
Thursday. killiDg two people and injuring 20, as offioals
discussed postpOning the voting. One candidate also died from
injuries sustained in a bomb attack Jast month. Students,
protesting the deaths by police gunfJ.l"e of at least nine antigovernment protesters, leaving 50 people injured, inclllding five
offiCf!':>, officials said.

Phmppine forces capture communist retels
MAl\'ILA, Philippines (UPI) - Government forces captured 20
ranking members of the Communist Party and dismantled the
ouUawed organization's commUDications center, officials said

Thursday. The armed forces chief, Gen. Renato de Villa, said at
a news conference the rebels - including key intelligence personnel - were apprehended in seven separate raids over 36
hours and that "operations are still ongoing."

U.S. interviews Amerasians on immigration
BANGKOK, Thailand (UFl) - A six-member U.S. team
Thursday went to Vietnam to interview more than 2,000 Vietnamese, many of them children fathered by Americans, who
want to go to the United States, a U.S. Embassy Spokesman Ross
Petziug said. Other officials were awaiting Vietnamese
agreement to begin talks on plans to airlift about 30,000
Amerasians and their relatives to the United States within two
years, Petzing said.

W.Germany,ltaly want chemical weapon ban
GENEVA (UP!) - The fOreign ministers of West Germany
and Italy called Thursday for a ban 0Ii. ~.hemica1 weapons as a
fitting global sequel to U.S.-50viet elimination of intermediate
range nuclear missiles. Hans-Dietrich Genscher of West Germany said the treaty between the United States and the Soviet
Union signed in December scrapping ground-launched medium
and shorter-range missiles was a step of historic importance.
Giulio Andreotti of Italy told the conference the INF treaty
marks the reversal of a trend (and) for the first time balaLce has
been restored at a lower level.
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U.S. had 1986 arms plan to frame Nicaragua

. ONlY

WASHINGTON (UPI) , - The Wbite House set up a secret
operation in 1986 that called for Panama to arrange an East bloc
arms shipment that could be captured in EI Salvador and falsely
linked to Nicaragua. The New York Times reported Thursday.
Jose Blandon, a former close adviser to Panamanian strongman
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega. told the Times the deal was struck
with Lt. Col. Oliver North. the former White House aide fired in
the Iran-Contra scandal

--M.
rAil Carbondale
I-I-r. locations

Amtrak train runs red light, injures fourteen
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI) - A California-t&Chicago Amtrak train
carrying 250 people Thursday ran a red light and collided with a
freight train near a bridge over the Missouri River, slightly
injuring 14 people, officials said. The California Zephyr, Amtrak
train NO.6, had headed southbound out of the Omaha station
when it collided with the northbound BurI.ingtoD Northern
freight, nipping the 46th car of the 52-car train, authorities said.

Angry Californians say no to oH-shore oil rig
FORT BRAGG, Calif. (UP!) - Hundreds of angry foes, ineluding a woman smeared with black paint, jammed the final
hearing Thursday OIl a controversial Interior Department plan
to put oil drilling platforms off scenic northern California. For
the fourth day, a five-member board of federal hearing officers
listened to environmentalists, residents and politicians lambast
the proposal by Interior Secretary Dooa1d Hodel, who infoists
drilling is virtually inevitable.
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Shuttle crew named for post-Challenger flight
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SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) - Veteran shuWe skipper
Brewster Shaw and four oIM>r astronauts were named Thursday
as the crew of the third post-Cballenger &huWe mission, a
classified military flight DOW planned for late this year. Shaw, an .
Air Force colonel, was named to the flight aboard the shuttle
Columbia along with e»pilot Richard Richards, a Navy c0mmander. Also named to the crew were Navy Cmdr. David
Leestma, Lt. Col. James C. Adamson and Maj. Mark N. Brown,
both of the Air Force.
.,.IJaily~
.
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Special .C.~.I.~~ctiQ.ns .transc~nd Ilb,rarY ..Ilmi.ts..
By Edward Rahe
Staff Writer
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Have you ever wondered
how optometry was performed
in 16th century Germany?
The answer is squirreled
away in the original edition of
a German medical book
published in 1558 that
currently resides in the Special
Collections Room on the
second floor of Morris Library.
The Special Collections
Room is a bibliophile's dream,
containing everything from an
Lncient shopping list chiseled

!::to~~k~bl~~ t~:~~:~
Deleyte Morris.
Sixty thousand volumes,
with an estimated value
reaching into millions of
dollars, comprise the Special
Collection. The collection
includes rare first- edition
books, historical and
philosophical manuscripts,
and theSIU archives.
It's hard to put a value on the
whole collection, said David
Koch, curator of Special
Collections since 1980.
"Many of our books and
manuscripts have appreciated
in value treIl;endously since
we've obtaineci them," sai(i
Koch.
.
The collection is used mainly
by graduate students and
faculty for research. Occasionally an undergrad will
wander into the Special
Collections Room in hopes of
finding the answers to burning

"Depending on the
subject, various
libraries ;'7a ve different
strengths. We
speCialize in
documents on press
freedoms, Expatriate
literature and
American
philosophy. "
-David Koch
in 1922 and up to the most
recent paperback edition," he
said.
Much of the accumulated
collection has come in the form
of gifts and donations. "Many
people (who donate material)
like to know their collections
will be preserved and used for
research," Koch said.
"Consequently people are
generous in their contributions. "

varioUs libraries have different strengths. We specialize
in documents on press
freedoms,
Expatriate
literature and American
philosophy," says Koch.
An endowment by Friends of
Morris Library allows the
library to maintain the Ralph
E. McCoy Freedom of the
Press Collection. -Compiled
over a 2S-year period by Ralph
E. McCoy, dean emeritus of
Library Affairs and an
authority on First Amendment
literature,. the . McCoy
Collection is a 9,500-volume
gathering of literature
d~umenting the history of
First Amendment freedoms.
What qualifies as a special.
collection is not up to Koch
alone. "We get help and advice
in choosing material from
faculty members who are
doing research, " says Koch.

When the Ulysseys S. Grant
Association made SIU-C its
headquarters in 1964, Grant
Association
Executive
Director John Y. Simon led
library officials to many works
that are now a part of the large
The Special Collections collection of Grant papers,
department at Morris Library Koch said.
came into prominence in the
Costs for bringin~ new
late 1950's when Du Quoin (lieces into the collection run
optometrist
Harley 'is high as $100,000. The Special
Croessmann donated his' Collections Room receivec<i 4 to
collection of works by Joyce. 5 percent of Morris Library's
By acquirng the Joyce budget. The state- supplies an
collection, the library was able extra $25,000 each year for
to establish a direction for acquisitions. Money from state
collecting literature from the and federal grants provide
&t~~ :C~lw~~asisth: Expatriate movement, which additional cash for purchases.
name of the tranquil body of began after World War L
water now covered over by the
The Expatriates were a
In addition, a grant from the
Anthony Hall parking lot?".
group of authors and artis~ Dlinois Humanities COWlcil is
But not everything in the from the British .Isles and being used by the Special
room is esoteric.
.
America
who
were Collections staff to research
disillusioned with traditional the history of the Mississippi
SwHP~by
~ett
"We like to emphasize that values. They gathered in Paris and Ohio rivers as a workplace
S~Iai Collectlons curator David Koch displays a "rst edition
Special Collections has to work. The movement gave in Southern Illinois.
materials that aren't rare" birth to such literary
Asa result of the Mississippi of James Joyce's 'Ulysses,' part of the 60,000 ¥olumes
Koch sajd. "We bave ~ luminaries as Gertrude Stein, and Ohio' . river research .".lIable In the Special Collections Room of Morris Library.
edition of Irish novelist James F. SP.ott Fitzgerald, Ernest project, Ko.:h says, he and bis The collection has been estimated to be worth millions of
Joyce's' 'Ulysses,' beginning Hemingway, and many others. staff are finding more local dofl..... Specl.' Collection• •/80 contain. the 9.50k0.ume
with the first edition published
"Depending on the subject, history collections.
McCoy Collection of Firat Amendment literature.
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Ending Contra aid.
is only a beginning
TIlE u.s. HOUSE of Representatives voted down
continued aid to the Nicaraguan freedom fighters Wednesday. In the process, they may have unwittingly voted
against keeping on the pressure that led to recent concessi.ons by the communist Sandinista regime.
The House has taken an important first step by expressing the United States desire to see "peace break out'
- a phrase coined by Speaker of the House Jim Wright
However, they have overlooked the necessity of having
readily available funds to fall back on should the peace
plan of Costa Rica's President Oscar Arias fail to bring
about its prescribed democratic reforms.
This could easily be remedied by introducing a bill to
establish an escrow account for supporting the
democratization of Nicaragua. In this way, Democrats,
Republicans and the majority of American body politic
could stand united against the Sandinistas in the event the
Arias plan fails.

Leiters
Chancellor caUs for united front
in support of education tax hike

PRESIDENT REAGAN HAS in the past indicated he
would support such an account, and given his defeat
Wednesday, he should welcome just such a package
Your readers are bound to be
delivered to the Oval Office with bipartisan support from confused by Wednesday'sstory
in which I am said to f'md
both houses.
It is historically imperitive to note that wherevt"x the governor's proposed
communists have been allowed to consolidate power, from education budget positive.
the obvious example of Russia to the more subtle methods Obviously, I am not ecstatic
about another retrenchment. I
used in Southeast Asia and Cuba, violence and bloodshed did
express some reasons for
eventually resulted.
detecting a silver lining,
This is all the more reason to give the Arias plan a however, but those statements
chance, and all the more reason to have a contingency were not included in the story.
plan.
For example, the governor
pledged to fight for increased
WHILE NICARAGUAN PRESIDENT Daniel Ortega revenue for education, exrepE'atedly promises to initiate many of the steps set out in pressed eloquently the role of
the plan, America must not be duped into forgettin~ the education as the wellspring for
hr d ilin
characte'
. t
all other advallCf'.ment in the
nsti of 50
s ew t : ta~:s ch
M
c
5 O mdbafanYofcoLil!'-bmumsd state,- and issued a· call to-puppe c
rs, u as oammar Ga
1
ya an
action to all of us in education
Fidel Castro of Cuba.
. .:
. to work on behalf of an income
Figures released by the State Department last week tax increase.
illustrate how entrenched Soviet influence is in Nicaragua.
The governor, however, is
The Soviet Union reportedly spent more than $450 million not predicating next ytar'S
in military aid to the Sandinistas in fiscal year 1987. This
would make it extra embarrasing for the Soviets if the
United States doesn't have to spend another dime in order
to secure democracy - another reason for cautious
support of the Arias plan.
. Mr. Stivers:
I find your response to Mr.
ANY CONTINGENCY PLAN also should take into ac- caldwell very .bumorus. Who
count that blind support for the Contras may not be the are you to tell one man what he
only way to bring democracy to Nicaragua. By polarizing can pd cannot say? God. ..
the issue into a good guys vs. bad guys scenario, many Well, apparently not so in this
important aspects of both a right-wing.and leftist gover- case. Did your daughters,
Athena and Theody (innment are pushed out of the picture.
.
teresting names, by the way ~
We cannot proclaim, if the Contras win, everything will . did you know that Athena was
be hunky-dory. This is just as naive as saying we can the goddess of wisdom?) really
threatened by his quoting
believe Ortega will initiate reform without the threat of . feel
the Bible in a math class?
retaliation banging over his head if he breaks his
When I was in junior high I
promises.
didn't come crying home to
The situation in Nicaragua has reacheda.crossroad, and mommy when the school
system
shoved evolution down
at this juncture, it appears that the United States has taken my throat.
All I did was shrug
the correct step in refusing to continue to finance a war no it off, saying "I don't believe
one wants.
this", and patiently waited for
class to end. No one in the
Before .the House pats itself on the back too long, school system cuts down the
however, It should remember that freedom is not won by a Cnristian Science believers
vote, but by intelligent planning that follows the most when they don't accept
viable path to establishing a lasting peace.
medication. No one calls the

budget on the assumption of a
tax increase, and has shown
starkly what we can expect in
the absence of new tax
revenue. Moreover, we can
infer that he is not going to be
out front (with the risk of
precious few troops behind
him again) this time in a tax
increase campaign. but expects us to work for what we
need.

Statewide we have put
together a broad coalition in
this effort. It includes
education at all levels. The
four university systems are
working together in an unprecedented way, as are the
alumni associations of all 12
public universities.

It is up to all of us to create
the political conditions for a
tax increase. Legislators do
not vote for taxes unless they
think they can get away with
it. We must let them know that
we will not punish them - in
fact, we will reward them - if
they do what is necessary to
invest in the future Qf the state.

the state's other universities.
The fact that we have been
able to coalesce to the extent
that we have is another reason
to be positive. But. there is a
tough fight ah~d. and complacency would bE! our greatest
enemy at this time. Lawrence K. Pettit. Cban-

Athe;sts sh.ould

Doonesbury

We are going to need the help

of all faculty, students, staff,
parents and friends of this and

eeDor

sh~ugoff

prayer

police when a Mormon comes

Kiev where yOur daughters
would feel more comfortable.
Why, then, do you insist on
One last thing: Do you really
raising a commotion when think you are going to benefit
someone mentions his from all this? If you do; I
religious belief? Does this suggest you try looking at
mean I could press charges .court and lawyer ;ees when the
aougtsia~nsdet YOUStufodrentstaeennditerng· school board rules in favor of
the
Mr. Caldwell. Well, all this talk
of atheism is upsetting my
voicing your probIems?
Do you use U.S. currency? I stomach, so I think I'll just
was Just wondering how you take some PeptG-Bismol, lay
cope with "In God We Trust." down for a while and call
If this makes you feel uneasy, mommy in the morning.
my friends and I would be
By the way, if all the exhappy to take any, U.S. citement gives you an idea of
CWTeUCy that is killiDg you. ..... suing me, I think the ConFurthermore, do your stituion says something about
daughters start trembling the freedom of the press (or is
when they recite the Pledge of that speech - I always get
Allegiance and the part about confused.) - Ken Walker,
•...one· nation under God...' freshman, -.viaUon maiDcomes up? If they do, I suggest .. teDaaee tecbnology, and ScoU
moving to a nice cottage Adams, sophomore. political
somewhere around Moscow or science

knocking.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Focus

Staying .Alive:
Check Yourself

Steve Mrowczynskl, a senior In avl"tlon
management, adjusts a scale to get an accurate
weight measurement Tuesday afternoon at the
Student Health Assessment Center located on the
ground floor of the Student Center.

Assessment Center
keeps eye on health
By Jacke Hampton
Staff Writer

I

t's not like a trip to the doctor.
There are no antiseptic smells, tables covered
with stainless steel instruments or white-frocked
nurses to greet visitors at the S..adent Health
Assessment Center, the most visible ofishoot of the
Health Service's Wellness Center.
Instead, students who walk into the center off the
main hallway of the StlJdt'Dt Center are greeted by
another college stud:mt. Those who want to ~
their weight or blood pressure simpl; use the anstruments there for that purpose. If they have a
p'roblem, there is a student worker there to listen to
1t. If professional advice is needed, there is a
registered nurse nearby. Students wllo need a
physician are directed to the Health Service office
on Greek Row.
The Assessment Center also provi<i-:.l health and
fitness displays, minor first aid, diet and exercise
counseling and performs throat cultures.
It is just one of the ways the Health Service is
attempting to hold down medical costs by cUTta;ling
unnecessary trips to the doctor, Sam McVay,
Health Service director, said.
The Health Service's preventative medicine
package is concentrated in the Wellness Center.
Since the center began in 1978, outpatient clinic
visits have been declining, from 68,000 to between
38,500 and 40,000, McVay said.
There is evidence that it is ho1ding down medical
costs on campus. A study by the Health Service
showed SIU-C has the loWest medical fee among
state universities. Its closest competitor gets 20
percent of its funding from state sources compared
to 4 percent for SIU-C.

I

HEALTH SERVICE FEES have increased from
$4.15 per semester in 1972 to $88.50 per semester
now, McVay said, but in 1972, the Service received
over $500,000 in state funding and didn't offer offcampus insurance, dental care and the activities of
the Wellness eMter. All those benefits are funded
by the Health Service fee, be said.
Other factors that may have contributed to me
decline in the number of people who visit the outpatient clinic are shorter clinic hoors, a $5 frontdoor fee for each visit and the clinic is now cla>ed
on SaturtJays.
''The motivation to me on the who1e mattP.r cante
in 1972," McVay said. "I heard the president of the
state medical society say that if half of the people
who were sitting in doctors' offices got ull and went
home they'd be at least as healthy as if they <stayed
and saw the doctor."
McVay said there are seyeral ways the Health
Service tries to dp.termine whether a student need!!

GradL'a" student R~ DeCastell tak. . . m..surement of body 'at on Mrowczynskl.

to see a doctor at its out-patient clinic before an
appointment is scheduled.
"We talk to each person who calls to see the
doctor," he said. "We have found that many of
the&! ~JeOpl"! simply' wanted medical infonnation
that cOuld ~Je supplied by a nurse without an office
visit.
"The bottom line is that if they still feel they need
to SI"e the doctor, we'll schedule them an appOOltment. We just supply the information, the
l'a.Jion is ultimately up to them."
MCVAY CALLS THAT systfom the appointment
triage, a method of screemng people who don't
realJy want to see a physi.:ian a~ can be helped in
ctl.erways.
Many of those who come to the Assessment
Center suffering from minor ailments say they
would have scheduled a doctor's ap}K)intment bad
the center not been there, a student worker in the
center said.
"This time of year we see a lot 01 people with
minor colds," Peg Gudgeon, a senior in exercise

liS tudents have a better attitude
toward keeping healthy than they h:ld
in the past. They are more health
conscious. We just provide the information and service they need to
maintain their health.
II

-Sam McVay
science, said. "Whenever we have a consultation
for a problem like that we ask them to fill out a
short form. One of the question:; asks, 'If there
wasn't an Assessment Center, would you have seen
a doctor?' An overwhelming numLer of them 'iaic!
they would have gone to the doctor's office If we
weren't here."
McVay said the Assessment Center already has
saved Health Service money.
.
"It paid for itseU twice," be lt8i~. "It coot half as
much to deliver the services there that we had been
delivering at the outpatient clinic and the students,
in their own opinion, got what they needed."
A survey last year by Carol Lynn Courtney and
Jack McKillip, applied research consultants at the

:;:!v=tYtb!~~:t~t :~:::,ts
with the treatment they received. The same survey
found 83 percent of the students wing the outpatient clinic were satisfied.
The Illinois Health Care Cost Containment
Council recommended that the state's health pJan
be refocused toward public health and disease
prevention concerns as a means of holding down
the cost of health care. according to a report to
Gov. James R. Thompson.
A CENTRAL TENET of the Dlinois State Health
Plan for the next four years is the promotion of
healthy behavior that can attack the top killers in
the state - cancer, heart disease and stroke.
In 1!n6, Dr. John McCamy, author of "Human
Lifestyling," who promotes health U.roogh
preventative medicine, was recruited to devise a
system to promote health and wellness on the
campus. The result was the Wellness Center.
The Assessment Center is just one aspect of the
Wellness Center'E approach to preventative
medicine. Others are the sports medicine office in
the Student Recreation Center, the Health Advocates, a massive media campaign and UIt!
Wellness Center office across the street from the
outpatient clinic.
Thousands of students used services provided by
the Wellness Center during the past schoo1 year,
Marc Cohen, director of the center, said.
The professional staff held 43 workshops attended
by 13,046 students and the Health Advocates
presented 194 programs attended by 1,262 students
and 69 c!assroom presentations attended by 2,148
students. Tbere also were 12 special events and
promotional tables that reached 1,136 students and
.n program presented outside the University that
were attended by 641 residents of the community.
Health advocates counseled 2,103 students on an
individual basis and 3,824 in the outreach offices in
each dormitory complex. Another 16,000 visited the
Assf'flSment Center and 892 sought the advice of the
nurse there.
"ALL THESE NUMBERS say is that we are
seeing an awful lot of people, a few more each year
as word gets around," Cohen said. "We do
evaluations with the participants, however, that
show we have an overwhelnUngly high rate of
approv::tl."
McVay sees the success of the programs as proof
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Expert: Local children .with AIDS -inevitable
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

It if: only a matter of time
before a case is reported of a

child with AIDS in Southern
Illinois, an AIDS expert said at
a workshop held Thursday at
SIU-C's Touch of Nature.
About 16 people attended the
workshop, sponsored by the
Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services.
The workshop was one of 36
training sessions held around
the state to provide child care
professionals with important
fscts about AIDS. About 2,700
people are expected to be
trained in the workshops.
Jack Doherty, AIDS lecturer
and educator, said AIDS
education is vital to provide
resources for the care of
children with the AIDS virus.
"Some people have asked if
these workshops are held in
the rural are&S 'just in case' an
AIDS child is reported. It's not
a matter of just in case, it's a
matter of when," Doherty
said.
"Fighting th'i! AIDS crisis

demands social action, not just
medical action, " Gene
Ruehmkorff, region ado.
ministratorfor DCFS, said.
Twenty-three children have
tested positive for the AIDS
virus in minois. However,
Southern Illinois has no
reported cases of AIDS
children, Ruehmkorff said.
Illinois ranks sixth among
reported AIDS cases in
clilldren.
This number is underestimated because the
symptoms of AIDS are hard to
spot in children, Doherty said.
Most AIDS children are
under four years of age and
have been born to intravenous
drug users, Ruehmkorff said.
He added that childrf.n don't
come to his agency OOcause
they have AIDS, but are
referred to DCFS becausa they
have been abused or neglected
and need a foster home.
Most children with AIDS in
Illinois are living in foster
homes, Doherty said. "In most
cases ~he children's real

parents are too sick to care for SenitalZ said. Examples of
Children are most often in
them," he said.
good hygiene include daily the HIV stage of the disease, a
bathing,
frequent
hand
stage
in which a person can
Florence Senizaiz, coordiruitor of specialized medical washing and USing facia! have the AIDS antibody in
tist>ue
when
sneezing,
she
said.
their blood but aren't showing
SE:rvices for DCFS, said AIDS
education is the way to "dispel
If a child is bleeding, parents the symptoms, Senizaiz said.
the myths and rumors about should use sterile plastic
AIDS symptoms show up in
the disease. "
gloves when bandaging the the ARC. (AIDS Related
When foster parents wound, Senizaiz said. If any Complex) stage. Common
volunteer to take children with blood drips on to the floor or AIDS symptoms <ll'e swelling
the virus into their home, they other surface, a hleach and of .the lymph nodes, unexhave a lot of fears about the water solution should be used plamed diarrhea, weight loss
disease, but after being to clean it up.
_and fatigue.
educated about AIDS, they are
Senizaiz, a ~atric nurse,
"The longer children with
''very supportive, " Senizaiz
said
AIDS,
which
breaks
down
AIDS can lead normal lives,
said.
The AIDS virus is tran- the body's immune system, is the longer they'll live"
smitted thrwgh contact with difficult to spot in children Senizaiz said. "Babies neect
because their immune system love, even if they have AIDS,"
blood, semen or saliva.
- isn't fully developed.
sliesaid.
Basic guidelines for AIDS
prevention are good hygiene
and nutrition. "Good nutrition
helps them fight the disease,"

HEALTH, from Page 5
Ulat students like having a
choice of health care services.
"We've learned two things
from these programs," McVay
said. "One, it is a better use of
our staff's time and more
convenient for the students to
use appointments.
"Two, if there are other
health-related
services
available that are more appropriate and less costly than
the clinic setting," he continued, "well-informed consumers may elect either selfhelp methods or keep themselvesbealthy."
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program has on reducing the
number of outpatient clinic
visits.
"It is not just the Health
Service that has tried to improve," McVay said.
"Students have a better attitude today toward keeping
healthy than they had in the
past. They are more health
conscious. We just provide the
iuformation and service they
need to maintain their health.
We're more economical
because of it, so everybody
wins."
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'ProgTams . . . the VI. e\lness

Center are added to reflect the
needs of the students.
"They asked for help with
test anxiety and we gave it to
them," Cohen said. "Since
AIDS has surfaced, we believe
we have been really responsive. I think one of the reasons
we are able to do so well is that
~:, get input and we listen to

vampire.

THE LOST
.BOYS

The professional and student
staffs compliment each other
and make the program wellrounded. In some instances,
students are able to counsel

~

~Jdn~~as ~ff;ti~: if~!

advice came from an older
person, Cohen said. In other
::lreas, student appreciate
professional input, he said.
"One without the other isn't
enough," he said.
Counseling topics include
responsible chinking, eating
habits, sexuality, drugs, date
rape, birth control, stress,
assertiveness training and
fitness.
Half of the student advocates
work in outreach centers at
Trueblood, Grinell and Lentz
halls. They provide one-oo-one
counseling and vrograms in
dormitories. J.~he other half of
the advocates form a traveling
speaker's bureau that bring
programs on health matters to
student organizations and
meetings.
- The Wellness Center media
office supplies informational
pamphlets to students,
publici7.es Health Advocate
and professional programs
and writes a column for the
Daily Egyptian.
Students can receive health
information through the dial-anurse program that gives them
access to professional advice
over the phone. McVay said
the program gets thousands of
calls each year, H&.lth Service
is ~tudying the impact the
.•Pa$e~. DajlY.t=lP'Ptjan, l"ebrtl.(lry5, J,988
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'Moonstruck' combines
adventure, fa'lling in love
By Laura Milbrath
Staff Writer

Cher plays Lorreta
Castorini, a widow in
her 30s living with her
parents, her zany
grandfather and his
pack of dogs in
Brooklyn.

"Moonstruck,"
starring
Cher and Nicolas Cage, is an
elegant, romantic comedy that
combines the stories of a
young widow falling in love
again with the adventures of
her Italian-American family
living in New York.
Interwoven throughout the
film are glimpses of a huge,
full moon, giving an alluring
feeling to its mystery that
seemingly casts a spell over
lovers.
"The moon brings the
woman to the man," we 8l'9
told by the grandfather in the
fi.lm. w~o is played by F~or
Chafuapm. Some of the film's
most emotional scenes have
the characters bathed in
moonbeams as they reveal
their true feelings.
Cher plays Loretta
Castorini, a widow in her 30s
living with her parents, her
zany grandfather and his pack
of dogs in Brooklyn.
Atthe~ingofthefi.lm.

Loretta becomes engaged to
the bumbling Johnny Cammareri, played by Danny
Aiello. Loretta, unhappy
because her ftrst marriage
took place at city hall, desires
a tradititinal courtship and
wedding.
In one of the fIlm's funniest
moments, Johnny nervously
bies to propose as he and
Loretta dine in a restaurant.
Loretta demands that Johnny
follow her romantic:. ideal and
kneel before her' while the
other diners watch with interest and amusement.
Immediately after the

Hotel ownet
to bolt doors
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(UPI) - A hotel owner who is
bolting the doors to room
balconies to discourage
balcony-jumping by frolicking
guests durmg the annual
"spring invasion of college
• students is violating state fir2
laws, officials said.
Chuck Penrod bas been
lO'3ting the balcony doors
during spring break at the

Clarendon Plaza since he
bought it more than two years
ago. A woman who fell from
the hotel's top floor was one of
three students to die during
1985's student invasion.
"I don't want that to happen
again," said Penrod, the only
Daytona Beach hotel operator
taking advantage of a cityapproved variance in building
regulations allowing doors to
be bolted during spring break,
which begins in a few weeks.

Puzzle answers

engagement, Johnny flies to
Sicily to be with his dying
mother. He asks Loretta to
invite his brother, Ronny, a
~'8ker played by Nicolas Cage,
to their wedding. "
The brothers have not
spoken in five years, after an
accident with a bread slicer
left Ronny with a wooden
band. Because Johnny was the
customer who ordered the
bread that caused the tragedy,
Ronny blames him for the
accident and makes no effort
to hide his visible fury towards
his brother.
Problems arise when
Loretta and Ronny fall in love
and must deal with their
feelings for each other while
hanging over them is the
shadow of" Johnny in Sicily,
beside his mother's deathbed.
Cher gives Loretta an often
self-assured nature, but lets
her simple desire to be loved
shine through her guilt in
allotving herself to have such

\tfl

jJJ.

)p7Sara.

against running for a
second term as mayor of
this quaint seaside hamlet
because he wants to spend
more time with his family.
"If my family were a
mtle older, I might think
differently," Eastwood said
Wednesday.

Eastwood, 57, star of the
"Dirty Harry" movie has a
wife, a 19-year-old son and
a 15-year-old daughter. He
operates the Hogsbreath
Inn, a bar and restaurant
in central Carmel.
He said, "I won't
disappear into the woodwork. I'll be around. I'm
willing to do things. "

Cage also is superl... as the
angry and passionatE, Ronny
pleads with her to let their
relationship continue.
"We are here to ruin curselves and to break our hE-arts
and love the wrong people," he
says of. humanity as Lo~tta
stands in the moonltght,
hesitating to spend another
night with him.
Other fme performances are
delivered by Vincent Gardenia
and Olympia Dukakis, as
Loretta's parents who deal
with their own problems of
love, including unfaithfulness.
"Moonstruck," directed by
Norman Jewison, whose other
rUms include "Fiddler on the
~oof" and "Agnes of God," isl
a wonderful mixture of real"
lite emotions strung together
with laughter and a bit of
fan~y about falling in love in
the light of the moon.

4th Floor
Video Lomage
Studeat Ceater
AUSbo•• ·l.00
thra Wed. 7lk 9pm

Up In Smoke

C~~'C~~'

VIDE~o~~~;~rcwa

ALL NEW
HAPPY HOUR BUFFET
friday 4:30-8:00
Pay once at the door
and enjoy ALL YOUR FAVORITE
DRINKS FREE untIl8p.m.

Girls- $4

CARMEL, Calif, (UP!)

EasI~!~guha:ctoJecf:J

feelings ior her fiance's
brother.
Cher is able to convey
Loretta's bidden excitement
about her new love despite its
confusing circumstances. We
see evidence of Loretta 's
nervous desire to change her
appearance when she gets a
new dress and hairstyle for an
eveni.na at the opera with
Ronny.
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MEETING, from Page 1 - Blood drive
responsible for their actions. students.
That is preaching humanism.
Caldwell, a graduate
nears goal
That is religion."
student in linguistics, claims

At one point during the
meeting, a man held up a sign
reading "Pray" and many in
the crowd started praying
and waving their hands in the
air.
Peggy Malone, board
president, had to warn the
crowd that if it didn't be quiet
and give everyone a chance to
talk, the open meeting would
be ended.
Caldwell and Stivers addressed the board when it
went into executive session.
The boarti is expected to
decide ~ [ its next meeting
whether Caldwell should be
allowed to teach at Lincoln
Junior High School.
The controversy erupted
after Stivers - a· graduate
student in higher education complained that Caldwell
violated the constitutional
separation of church and
state and students' civil
rights when he lectured
students on religion. Stivers is
the father of two Lincoln

his civil rights were violated
when he was asked not to
quote the Bible while substitute teaching at the school
on Jan. 22 and 25.
Caldwell says he will sue
the board if it votes to dismiss
him. Stivers said he will sue
the board no matter what it
decides on grounds that
Caldwell's comments did
"irreparable damage" to his
daughters Athena and
Theody.
Caldwell said he often
quoted Biblical verses Juring
his classes. Caldwell said that
one day he wrote, "What
word, if neglected, will oring
poverty'?" on the chalk board.
At the end of the day, he told
the students the answer:
"The word of God."
Caldwell led a prayer
outside the Brush Administrative Center before the
board metting. The meeting
was moved to the Parish
School when the crowd
became too large.

Announcingthe

Vacancy

The two-day campus
blood drive collected a
total of 890 pints.
The drive, which
moves to the Carbondale
Community Cen.ter
today, is just 35 pints
short of its goal, Red
Cross coordinator Vivian
Ugentsaid.
The community center
is located at srn E.
College St., across from
dty hall. Donations will
te taken from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Dliminoes Pizza will
provide free pizza and
coupon books and
Popeye's fried chicken
will offer free chicken
nuggets. "Chicken is for
eating, not for being,"
Ugentsaid.
The drive is sponsored
by the Annuitants
Association, a group of
retired University
faculty and staff.

Travel & Recreation
Chair.
Applications available at SPC
office 3rd floor Student Center.
Deadline is Friday Feb. 5, Ipm

For more info call

536-3393
·Tn. CtJdllloc CtJwbo..make Pori< & The HallQna
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If you only go 10 FRED's once a yeor, this Is the week to go I

THIS SATURDAY:
We're proud to present

K •• C.rlysl. & ft. C.dill.e C.WHyS
9-1:00

PROBE, from Page 1 - - - - - - several times to the grand
jury.
A Walsh spokesman
declined comment Thursday.
It was unclear whether the
independent p~~tor had

offered or would consider
such a arrangement with
McFarlane, who would be an
important witness in the
criminal cases likely to be
brought against others linked

"Voted by Prolrle magazIne
'CtJuntry Bond of Tn. y......

(please note time change)

Not since Roy Hawk have we had a showman so wild
and so wacky. Just ask anyone of the 791 people
who were there last yeor
To hMrv. a Space Call: 549-8221
670 reservations o/reody made
Please corpoollor this special event. We're
expecting 850 people. so par/d,!g will be limited.

to the affair.
The sources stressed
Thursday that DO final
decisi<>DS have been made in
regard to any indictments.

SUIT, from Page 1 - - but would not be more specific.
"To be more specific could
compromise the Board of
Trustees' situation or it could
compromise Mr. Knight's
position, so I don't think it
would be appropriate to try to
be more specific, .. Britton

lawsuit against the system.
"This will not have a direct
effect on the operation of the
chancellor'S office or the
Board of Trustees," he said.

LfI~OMfi

.PIZZfI

Quillian said: "The
University accepts the finding
said.
of the appellate COIll"!;. We
The money for the set- certainly hope James Knight
tlement will come from a self- will have a positive eminsurance reserve each SID ployment experience with the
campus dona tes to in case of a University. "

Galdo made me do ItI

REIMAN, from Page 1 - -

Try Guido's daily specials
open for lunch Mon·Sat 1 lam

Clemons said.
Reiman's next trial date
has not been determined,
Clemons and White said.
Reiman faces 21 charges,
including:
-seven
counts
of
aggravated sexual assault;
-three counts of sexual
assault;
-three counts of kidnapping;
-three counts of sexual
abuse;
-one count of aggravated
sexual abuse;
-two counts of unlawful
restraint;
-one count of aggravated
battery;
-one count of battery.
Reiman is charged with the
alleged kidnapping and sexual
assault of a male student
worker in December, 1986.
The student was allegedly

chained to a bed in Reiman's
house and forced to perform
sexual acts over a lour~y
period.

A Jackson County grand
jury brought 34 counts of
kidnapping and sex-related
charges against Reiman on
Aug. 5, 1987.

Reiman
will
face
solicitation-1o-eommit-murder
charges in Johnson County on
March 28 in Vienna. The
charges allege Reiman attempted hiring David Scott
Polk, a Shawnee Correctional
Center inmate, to murder the
student worker.
Reiman, 36, is on accrued
leave of absence from his
University job.
He obtained a bachelor's
degree from SIU-C in 1972,
and has worked at the
University since 1977.

Lunch Special
1 slice, 1 med. Pepsi S2.oo
U:3().2pqlMoo-Sat MinImum delivery .....00.

MON. One 12" Pizza, 1 Item, 1 Quart Pepsi

'5.50

TUES. One 12" Deep Pan, 1 Item~ 2 Quart Pepsi
WED. One 14" Pizza, 1 Item, 2 Quart Pepsi

'1.00
11.00

TRUR. One 12" Pizza, 2 Item, 2 Quart Pepsi

1'.50

Weekend Specials
Fri .. Sat .. Sun
# lOne 16" pizza, 1 item, 2 quart pepsi
# 2 Two 12" pizza, 1 item, 2 quart pepsi
All Specials are good for dining in, delivery or pick~up
not valid with another coupon.

529.. 1344
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$1.00 off
Worship 9:30 AM
and 6:30 PM
Classes 11 :00 AM
Child care provided. Prayer. Study
and Fellowship Groups,
International Student Ministry
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Medium. La....
or X-La....
Plaza
Limit one per pizzo

1/32oz. Pepsi

with ... lIv.ry of IIIICIIi
or mecllum plua

I

2/32oz. Pepsi's
with leir•• or X~lar..

I

I

I
We Always Deliver FREE Peps is
I
I
______~_~~?~J_~~~_________ J

SI.50
S11.00

Student
st8.nd-ups
compete
Find out which SIU-C
student is the life of the party
at the U.S. College Comedy
Competition at 8 p.m. Tuesday
in Ballroom B of the Student
Center.
The competition, hosted by
1000 campuses nationwide, is
sponsored by Doritos and
Sti~e~. The sponsors eXJM.!Ct
a mmunum of 2,000 entries
nationally. The Student
Programming Council's
Expressive Arts Committee is
presenting the SIU-C competition.
Comic hopefuls from SIU-C
can perform a three-rninute
stand-up routine for a live
audience Tuesday night. The
routine will be videotaped and
at a later date the tape will be
reviewed by judges Larry
"Bud" Melman, a regular on
the television show Late Night
With David Letterman, and
Gilbert Gottfried, who appeared in the movie Beverly
Hills Cop II.
Melman and Gottfried will
select four finalists to compete
for the title of "The Funniest
College Comedian" at the U.S.
College Comedy Competition
finals in Daytona Beach, Fla.
during spring break, Mar. 212'i. Finalists receive a four-day
all-expense-paid trip to
Daytona Beach.
The competition will open
with Melman, who after the
contestants final performance,
will choose and present the
winner with the College
Comedy Crown.
Comedians can sign-up in
the University Programming
Office on the 3rd floor of the
Student Center or on the night
of the competition from 7 to 8
p.m. in Ballroom B of the
Student Center. Admission and
entry to the competition is
free.

Annual sports show
slated for weekend
Fishing boats, motorcycles,
recrea tional
vehicles and informative
seminars on various sports
subjects will be a few of the
features offered at the 4th
Annual Spring ·Sports and
Recreation Show in the SIU
Arena this weekend.
Over 100 exhibits will be
on disp.Jay and the topics of
the seminars will include
information on goose
calling, training a hunting
dog, and tips on fishing. All
the speakers are considered
experts in their field.
Five hundred dollars will
be given away to the winner
of a drawing at 8:80 p.m.
Friday. A Grand Prize
drawing will be held 4:30
p.m. Sunday. The winner
will receive an all-expensepaid vacation for two to
Cancun, Mexico.
Here is a schedule of the
seminars:
SATURDAY:
11 8.m. -

"Confidence is
your 1 Lure," by Russ
Brown.
12 p.m. - "The Art of
Goose Calling, " by Tim
Grounds.
1 p.m. - "Fishing with
the Aid of Your Fish Finder," by Malcolme Lane.
2 p.m. - "Basic Commands for Training your
Hunting Dog," by the
Southern Illinois Hunting

There will be 100
exhibits and
seminars on goose
calling, dog training
and fishing.
Retriever Club.
3 p.m. - "The Art Of Goose
Calling," by Grounds.
.
4 p.m. - "Flipping and
Pitching your Way to
Bigger Bass," by Brown.
5 p.m. "Basic Commands for Training your
Hunting Dog," by the S.I.
Hunting Retriever Club.
6 p.m. "Crappie
Fishing in Larger Lakes
and Resrvoirs," by Lane.
7 p.m. - "The Art of
Goose Calling," by
Grounds.

TJ's

DISCOUNT
LIQUORS

1224 W. Main

Bud Light

$9.39
FRIDAY ONLY

(Limit
2)

baked polalo
Dmner iIlcludt?S with fresh
aud sDlad buffet bles and IW O
fruil. hoI l't?geta
hot soup.·
••,.<_.. --.
_ _ _ ;=J"'U

SUNDAY:

2 p.m. - "Basic Commands for Training your
Hunting Dog," by the S.I.
Hunting Retriever Club.
3 p.m. - "Confidence is
your NO.1 Lure," by Brown.
4 p.m. - "The Art of
Goose Calling," by
Grounds.
The Sports Show will be
open 5-9 p.m. Friday, 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday and
12-5 p.m. Sunday. Tickets
are $3.

Zoology gives scholarship
. The Department of Zoology
The scholarship will be
.is currently accepting ap- awarded this semester to
p,\ications for the Hilda A. assist in continuing studll at
St9 Scholarship, for UD- SIU-C for the following year.
del"graduate and graduate
The applications are
students interested in or- available in the zoology office,
~~ogy, which is the study of Life Science II, Room 351. The
deadline is March 4.

The
Modern
Day

Saints
SUNDAY
Country Rock Night with
Ken Carlyle and
_._£_a_a~a_a_Q_
The Cadillac COWbOYS
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Poll: Iowa's presidential primaries tighten Up·
and independents likely to
attend the Feb. 8 caucuses.
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
way tie for the top, with one- Dukakis placed second with 16
quarter of likely partidpB.Dts percent, followed by lllinois
undecided less than a week Sen. Paul Simon at 15 percent
before the caucuses, a poll in the telephone survey conreleased Thursday shows.
1ucted between Jan. 29 and
The Republican race also Feb. 2.
The survey, which has a 5.5·
tightened sharply, with Vice
President George Bush closing percent margin of error, found
the gap on Kansas Sen. Robert 25 percent of those responding
Dole in a survey by Cambridge had not made up their minds.
ReportsforWNEV-TV.
Bunched m a second tier ~.re
Missouri Rep. Richard former Colorado Sen. Gary
Gephardt won support from 18 Hart at 10 percent, Jesse
percent of the 300 Democrats Jackson at 9 percent, former
BOSTON (UPI) - The Iowa
Democratic presidential chase

has become a virtual three-

Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt at
6 percent and Tennessee Sen.
AlbertGoreatl~t.

On the Republican side, Dole
won backing from 28 percent of
the 300 Republicans and independents likely to attend the
GOP caucuses. Bush placed
second at 23 percent. followed
by former
television
evangelist Pat Robertson at 17
percent.
Rounding out the field were
New York Rep. Jack Kemp at
8 percent, former Delaware
Gov. Pete du Pont at 4 percent
and former Secretary of State

Alexander Haig at 1 perCent.
A total of 19 percent of likely
GOP caucus-goers were undecided in the survey, which
also had a 5.5 percent margin
of error.
The Democratic results
reflect a highly volatile
political climate in which
Gephardt and Simon changed
places at the top of the pack in
J'l9Cent weeks.
A survey released Mooday
by KRC Research, COllducted
for WBZ-TV and The Boston
Herald, found Gephardt with
support from 28 percent of the

401 likely caucus-goers. That
was up 19 percent from a
similar poll two weeks earlier.
Dukakis placed second at 18
percent and Simon followed at
14 percent with 13 percent
undecided.

A ~01l by the Gallup
Orgamzation for WCVB-TV,
WEEI-AM and The Boston
Globe,released Tuesday, found
Gephardt at 32 percent in a
survey of 577 Democrats.
Dukakis placed second at 19
percent, followed by Simon at
15 percent.

Dole confronts Bush in -Senate,
objects to his campaign strategy
WASHINGTON (UPI) The bitter and personal
cam~ign for the Republican
presIdential nomination hit the
Senate chamber Thursday
when Robert Dole confronted
George Bush "man to man"
about charges made by the
vice president's campaign.
The brief exchange, which
lasted only a few minutes
during a procedural vote in the
Senate on Contra aid, came
when a visibly &'lgry Dole
trapped Bush in the presiding
officer's seat.
Dole's comments and Bush's
response could not be heard in
the galleries, nor did any other
senators pay attention to what
passed between the two con-

Hawa~i's

desk, wheeled around and
tenders for the presidency.
Dole after talking with walked away.
Dole told reporters later, the
severai Republican senators
who back him, strode to Bush's Wittgraf news release was
desk, carrying with him a copy "one of the nastiest things I've
of a statement by George seen in politics." He said he
Wittgraf, Bush's Iowa cam- decided to confront Bush about
paign chief. Wittgraf's it. "I wanted the vice president
statement accused Dole 0( to tell me man to man."
Dole
said
Bush
"cronyism and meanspiritidness" and said Dole acknowledged that he
"virtually brought down" the authorized the release, but had
1976 GOP ticket when the not read it.
"We don't need that kind of
Kansan was the vice
person in the White House,"
presidential candidate.
Dole
said. "What else is he
The Senate Republican
leader repeatedly jabbeQ. at going to authorize without
the written statement and reading it."
"I can't believe you said that
appeared to be lecturing Bush.
Finally, he dropped the Wit- : ~rJWus~ease,,, Dole said
tgraf statement on Bush's

Republicans to caucus

HONOLULU <UPI> Hawaii's tiny Republican
party, battered by a furor over
last month's postponement of
state caucuses ano a deluge of
new members; is set to bold
the caucuses and a
presidential straw poJJ
Thursday night.
Party members will cluster
at homes, meeting rooms and
schools to choose state convention delegates and take a
non-binding presidential straw
poll considered one of the first
tests in the nation for GOP
presidential hopefuls.
Leaders of candidate Pat
Robertson's campaign, which
has brought thousands of new
members into the party
recently, said they were ~
timistic about their chances
for victory in the poll.
Sen. Rob-art Dole earlier
appeared to be the candidate
to beat until the Robertson
camp's dramatic last-minute
surge. Dole began his bid in the
state a year ago and gained the
support of many Hawaii GOP
leaders.

Party members will cluster in homes, meeting
rooms and schools to choose state convention
delegates and, take a non-binding presidential
straw poll considered bne of the first tests in
the nation for GOP presidential hopefuls.
The campaign of Vice victory. The Robertson camp
President George Bush also said it had registered 5,000 new
started organizing in the members in the formerly
islands recently, but the effort 10,OOO-member Hawaii
Republican party.

~~~~~:!!r ~~~=dd to af:h~

forefront and the caucuses
were postpooed.
The GOP caucuses and
straw poll were to have been
held Jan. 27, but the party
executive committee decided
after a closed meeting to
postpone them. Members cited
confusion about caucus instructions and doubt about the
validity of membership lists.
Supporters of Robertson, a
former televisioo evangelist,
charged the vote was called off
to deny their candidate a

Party officials who pushed
for the postponement had tieg
to the campaigns of rival GOP
candidates Dole and Bush, but
they said they were acting as
longtime local Republicans.
Robertson's Hawaii cochair, state Rep. Hal Jones,
indicated he thought the action
also was partly due to those in
power in the party fearing they
would lose control as tht'ir
supporters were swamped by
the thousands 0( new members.
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back into shape with .
. their "No Sweat" Sal.
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-Si~
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ROeagan warns NicaraguOa not to stop reform
WASHINGTON (UPI> package providing the Contras
President Reagan warned only with humanitarian
Nicaragua Thursday against assistance.
Vice Prpsident George Bush
interpreting the House vote
against new aid to the Contras cut short his presidential
as a license to renege on campaigning in Iowa to be on
commitments to democratic hand for the Senate vote.
reforms and vowed not to Senate Republican leader
ROOert Dole also flew back to
break faith with the rebels.
House Speaker Jim Y!right Washington from the Iowa
trail,
but
refused to gloat over the campaign
Democrats' victory in acknowledged the House vote
defeating Reagan's $36.25 means aid to the Contras "is
million request, and as the finished."
Reagan, through spokesman
Senate moved to a symbolic
vote on the aid, he called on Marlin Fitzwater, expressed
deep
disappointment with the
Republicans to help fashion a

219-211 House vote, which he Nicaragua for the values we
had billed Tuesday in a hold so dear of his personal
televised address as virtually support."
"We have a fundamental
a ballot on the future of U.S.
difference of opinion," the
national security.
As Wright called for ,resident said. "Whatever the
bipartisanshi9 in fashioning a case, the Sandinista regime in
new package, the president Nicaragua should not interprp.t
acknow!<=o.iged the House vote the House's action as a signal
reflected opposition to t"o:! use permitting a reversal in steps
of further military !arce to taken toward fulfillment of
pressure Nicaragua's Marxist- commitments made under the
Guatemala accords."
led Sandinista government.
Reagan displayed a n;ore
"Our coDlmitment to peace
and democracy is un- conciliatory attitude in defeat.
diminished," Reagan said, His continued hope of seei...lg
assuring "those strug,;ling in "measurable and timely

-'------. . . .
'
1JhE ~

Contras have stockpiled weapons
WASffiNGTON (UPI) l)r.:Spi~ the House vote to end
Contra aid, the U.S.-backed
rebels have enough weapons
stockpiled to fight on for four
to six months while the administration reviews its
Nicaragua policy, officials
said this week.
Several U.S. officials said
President Reagan and his
aides remain divided over
Nicaragua policy and beyond
supporting the Contras, lack a
coherent strategy far dt'3ling
with the Marxist-led Sandinista government.
Anticipating a congressional
defeat, CIA officials overseeing the Contra guerrilla
war in Nicaragua set aside
large caches of automatic
rifles, grooade launchers, antiaircraft missiles and am-

munition so the rebels could
prolorg their fighting, adminis.ration sources said.
They said the military
hardware was purchased with
portions of the $100 million in
mostly military aid that
Congrl.'.SS approved in late
1986.
Several rebel and U.S. officials said the congreslSional
vote may prompt the Contras
to withdraw some units from
the field and to consolidate
operations so they can stretch
their supplies for up to a year.
Contr,: leader Adolfo Calero
told United Prel:is International that the HOUSf:
defeat would "make our
struggle more difficult," but
vowed to continue the guerrilla
campaign against the
Nicaraguan government.

progress" toward democratic
reforms contrasted to his
suggestion Tuesday tluat ending military aid would give
thti Sandinistas a' Teason to
back 'lilt of their promises.
An ticipa ting
the
congressional defeat, CIA
officials overseeing the
Contras in Nicaragua set a!>ide
caches of automatic rifles,
grenade launChers, antiairc:"aft missiles and ammunition for the rebels purchased with portions of the
$100 million Congress approved in 1986.

°

...

"It will mean more sacrifice

and more time," he said.
Calero declined to comment
directly on how the vote might
affect military operations, but
sa:d that because of the
s~kpiling of arms, the
cong..-essional action would
have "no immediate effect" on
the war.
"We have one month of food
left, and perhaps two months
of ammunition," Calero said,
declining comment on other
stockpiled aid.
Administration officials said
they expected continued
airdrops of the stockpiled
munitions to rebel units in
Nicaragua, but said they were
unclear whether CIA personnel would be restricted
from directing the resupply
fliJUlts.
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House decision to test
Nicaraguan intent
MANAGUA, Nicaragua,
(UPI) Tbe defeat of the
Reagan
administration's
Contra aid package will test
the Nicaraguan government's
commitment to making
democratic reforms, opposition leaders said Thursday.
President D&niel Ortega
scheduled a midday news
conference to give the
government's official reaction

~0;:~dathe~:~u:!9-2!~
Representatives against a

$36.3 million aid package for

the rebels.
The House vote was a major
foreign policy defeat for
Reagan in his last year in
office.
Nicaraguan opposition
leaders said the end of U.S. aid
to the Contras committed the
Sandinistas to fulf~their
obligations under a .:erttral
American peace accord signed

hI~~rSandinisi;8F,

will not
have any more excuses for not
complying" with the peace
accord, said Enrique Bolanos,
president of a conservative
businessmen's association.
Nicaragua's two official
radio stations greeted news of
the vote with sirens and other
special sound effects. A small
group of anti-Contra
demonstrators ontside the U.S.
Embassy in Managua, burst
into song and dance Wednesday night when the news
came over the radio.
"Today is a day of
celebration for all of us,"
Maria Zuniga, one of a group
of mostly American demonstrators, said at another rally
outside thP. embassy Thursday
moming after an all-night
vigil.
Zuniga, a 46-year~d native
of Minneapolis who bas lived in
Central America for 20 years,
said, "The U.S. government
bas suffered a great defeat,
but just because the vote went

Gorbachev
offers deal

to Reagan
WASHINGTON (UPI) A White House spokesman
labels as "ludicrous" an
offer by Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev to cut
off most arms shipments to
Nicaragua if the U.S.
abandons all military aid u.'
Central American nations.
Gorbachev made the
proposal when the administration asked him to
elaborate on a comment he
made to Reagan in the last
moments of the summit
meeting last December.
The Soviet leader said be
would supply only small
police arms to the Sandinista government in
exchange for a halt in II .S.
aid to the Nicaraguan
rebels, known as the Contras.
Officials did not pursue
Gorbachev's remarks at the
time. They decided to make
Gorbachev's offer public
Wednesday as the House
debated Reagan's Contra
aid package, whicb was
defeated 219-211 Wednesday
night.
against Contra aid doesn't
mean Reagan's obsession with
the Contras has ended. "
The peace accord calls for a
cease-fire in the government's
6-year-old war against the
Contras, an end to outside aid
to guerrilla forces and
sweeping democratic reforms
inside each of the five Central
American nations that signed
it.
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Film maker utilizes
poetry, diary modes
By Richard Nunez
Emertainment Editor

Tom Chomont is a film
maker who believes that
beauty is only skln deep.
"1 try to transcend
physical matter and
illustrate the need to look
beyond phYSical appearances," Chomont said
of his film making.
Chomont is a guest film
maker and judge of the Big
Muddy Film Festival.
Chomont's films are
highly personal and usually
involve
intense
psychological
and
emotional experiences. He
describes his films as a
combination of pt)etry and
the dia:y mode of film
making.
"The filming would be
more diary and the editing,
I guess, yc.;J could consider
the poetic }-art," Chomont
said. "The way I think about
editing is much the same
way one might think about
music."
.
Chomont SIIid that when
he edl;-.s a movie he tends to
think in terms of musical
structures, in which one
scene may be rhythmic
while another scene is more
upbeat.
"Editing is a personal
choice," Cbomont said. He
added that it is a careful
process in which the film
maker must be aware of
wbere to edit the fUm
without going too far in
either direction.
Most of Chomont's films
are silent and vary in
themes and subject. In his
films, he commonly juxtaposes buman ligures with

other objects.
"I'm trying to SUggesl thoe
mental process," Chomont
said.
In "Phases of the Mooo,"
Cbomont juxtaposes color
with black and wbite
footage, and positive
footage with negative
footage.
"Phases of the Moon" bas
been described as a small
film poem that looks into the
film maker'S and the
cbaracter'p senses of
isolation and loneliness.
"I was trying to illustratE:
mechanical movement,
things that are repeated.
Like turning on the tap,
looking througb a peephole,
CC:~~~fsai~. cur,ain,"
Dealing with perzsonal
subjects is very difficult,
Cbomont said, because if a
film is too personal it risks
invading someone else's
privacy. He has gone as far
as throwing a film away
because it was not be up to
his standards.
"I threw one away
because I was very
depressed at the time,"
Cbomont said. "The film
was self-indulgent in a
negative way. It was too
masocbistic
and
depressing. "
As be was growing up,
Cbomont said he felt a sense
of childhood loss because
his family was moving
around constantly.
"The passing of time
meant a lot to me and I
think that r-lflects in my
wanting to preserve· things
through pbotograpby and
film, " Cbomont said.

'Boss' set to boogie across
NEW YORK (UPI) - Bruce
Springsteen will take an
augmented version of his E
Street Band on the road for his
first U.S. tour in nearly 2lk
years beginning in late
February, Columbia R~rds
announced Thursday.
Springsteen's "Tunnel of
Love Express Tour" will begin
in Worcester, Mass., on Feb. ~
at the Centrum aumtorium.
After two more Worcester
dates, the tour moves to
Cbapel
Hill,
N.C.,
Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Chicago, and Atlanta before
finishing with dates in the New
York: and Washington, D.C.
areas.
"Tunnel
of
Love,"
Spriogsteen'sointhalbum,has
been cerUfied by the Recording Industry Association of
America as double platinum in

the United States, and has sold
5 million copies worldwide

since its October release.
The album reached No. 1 on
the Billboard charts, making
Springsteen the only artist in
the past 10 years to have
placed four albums at the top
ofthepopcbarts.
"One Step Up," th~ third
s~e from "Tunnel of'Love,"
will be released on Feb. 16 to
coincide with the tou:'. The
$ong is backed by a non-LP, Bside, "Roul~tte." Tbefirsttwo
singles, "Brilliant Disguise"
and "Tunnel of iAve," both
included tr.:::ks not on the
album, "Lucky Man" and
''Two for the Road."
Springsteen's tour announcement ends speculation
he was considering a solo tour
without the E Street Band. The
group - Roy Bittao, Clarence
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Clemons, Danny Federici, Nils
Lofgrln, Patti SciaIfa, Gary
Tallent and )l,1a::. Weinbergwill be joinecl onstage by a
five-piece horn section
featuring Mario Cruz, Edww
Manion, Mark Pender,
Richard Rosenberg and Mlke
Spengler.
Sources' inside
the
Springsi.eeo camp indicate the
tour will span Springsteen's
career and .vill include some
Irul'prises. So far the to'JI' is
concentrating on arenas with
seating capacity of around
20,000, and additional dates,
including Los Angeles and
other N4>.W York dates, will be
announced later.
"Tunnel of Love Express
Tour" (first leg): March·l617, Rosemont Horizon,
Chicago; March 26, Rupp
Arena, Lexington, Ky.
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Dig uncovers artifacts
PENSACOLA, Fla. (UPI) Construction workers excavatiol; a downtown building
site have unearthed bottles, .
plates, wash l>asins, teapots,
wine bottles and buttons
dating back to Florida's
Spanish settlers of the 18th
century, an archaeologist said
Thursday.
"It's an absolute treasure
trove of information," said
Judy Bense, an archaeologist
with the University of-West
FI 'da 'w '
lkiog bou
on . • e re ta' a
t
the personal things that these
peo~e=~is~~ found 5
feet below the surface i:1 a dig
on Palafox and Main streets,
where the city is renovating

................ 1IIIaIIIa

the street and ins~ underground utilities in a
downtown revitalization
project.
"We've got their teapots,
their wine bottles that were
hand-blown in Europe and
Mexico, food bones, and we
have parts of their clothing in
terms of buttons," Bensesaid.

r. Yen IIoISiIinI ..... fftdI
AI..,.IIII8alLlCllllaIll ......

The artifacts, woicb also
included plates and dishes,
were glazed eartbeny,are.
Some had green, red and black
flower designs. Bense said the
largest item was a portion of a
wash basin.
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Drive-ins, dwarfs featured in documentaries
By laura Milbrath
Staff Writer
Jan Krawitz does no~ make
documentaries to try to cilange
people or motivate them into
taking action. Instead she
hopes to make them take
action in their minds and think
about experiences in new
ways.
"I like the audience to have
the exa>eriences I had,"
Krawitz, a guest filmmu, ,"
and judge at the Big Muddy
Film It'estival, said. . 'I ask
questions about the things we
take for graDted. I like to take

the obvious and go beyond it."
Krawitz, an associate
professor in the Department of
Radio-Television-Film at the
University d. Texas at Austin,
said that she often chooses
topics for her documentaries
that many people overlook in
their daily lives.
The documentary "Little
People," which Krawitz
prodtF.ed with Thomas Ott,
received an Emmy Award
nomination in 1985.
The film is one of two
Krawitz documentaries to be
shown beginning at 7 p.m.

15 films to be shown
at Big I\~uddy Festival
Fifteen experimental films
will be shown between 2 and 5
p.m. today as part of the Big
Muddy Film Festival in the
cinema and photography
soundstage in the Communications Building.
Schedule of films:

Lived iD Quotes, by Laurie
Dunphy.
A Wes&ena. by DilDphy.
Turtle Dreams, by Withers.
Tribute, by Farley.
MOODdaDce, by Cummins.
Richtuag, by Sandusky.
WiDd Line, by Fu Fong.
Pietwes of Maleaess, by
Rick Powell.
Anything Much But People
by Schmidt.
Short Works, by KODicek.

Crab Canon, byParasher
The 'l'hwlderiDg Scream of
SeraphiDs.
A Small Jubilee, by S.
Gorewitz.
The Italian Art Experiment,
by Calderaro.
After tile Paint has Drieci, by
Metcalf.

Jan Krawitz, guest film
maker and judge of the
festival. will present her films
"Little People" and "Drive-in

~ :!ls:on~.~d~~

is $2. Deborah Shaffer, guest
film maker and judge of the
festival. will present her itlms

tonight in the Student Center members of the dwarf
Auditorium. It examines the population are visible in all
lives of dwarves and the levels of society with a wide
problems they face in a world variety of lifestyles.
The film has come to
that often seems built only for
represent more than dwarves
peorle of average height.
" spent about three years of facing prejudice, Krawitz said.
my life meeting and talking to
The second Krawitz
dwarves," Krawitz said. documentary being shown is
"They are very much tiUed "Drive-In Blues." The
ostracized ill our soci.ety based fIlm sent Krawitz on a quest
on something incredibly for old drive-in movie theaters
superficial, such as height. to explore what she calls "a
The dwarf experience was a testament to an earlier era."
paradigm for discrimination ill
Krawitz said many of tIte
this country."
scenes were illmed irl Texas
Krawitz explained that because drive-ins there often
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"Witness to War" and "Fire
from the Mountain" at 7 p.m.
Saiurday in the Student Center
Auditorium. Admission is $2.
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Film maker to lecture
the rebel~trolled zones of
Guzapa for more than a year.
In making the film, Shaffer
retrievro ai"chival footage of
the bombing of Vietnam and
set it against the background
of the El :ialvadorstory.
Most of Shaffer's itlms are
political and she attributes this
to her involvement in the
f~en~';Jl;:i Sa~1~ feminist mOVeI'lents of the
'60s, as well as the larger
Auditorium.
"Witness to War" is a political upbeavels of the time.
Shaffer's !"tlms U&Ually deal
documentary which focused on
Charlie Clements, a vietnam with Central and Latin
veteran and doctor iJr/olved in American issues and with
individuals of strong personal
the war of El Salvador.
According to Shaffer, commitments.
"Fire from the Mountain" is
"'Witness to War" is one
person's story. It's not a film another political documentary
about Vietnam and EI that chrODicles the life of
Salvador, it's a film about the Nicaraguan writer and
U.S. role there and one per- guerilla fighter Omar
soo.'s responsibility in relation Cabezas.
tothaL"
Shaffer combines illterviews
Clements came from a with
Cabezas and archival
military family and graduated footage of his military training
from tbe Air Force Academy in the mountains, leading raids
at the top of his class. He was a to liberate towns and finally as
bomber pilot in Vietnam, but he celebrates victory in
was expelled when he reCused Managua.

are left to stand when they go
oot of business.
"When we would come upon
an abandoned drive-in, it was
almost like being an urban
archeologist," Krawitz said.
"I felt like an explorer."
Because there was some
difficulty in filming the driveins after dark, Krawitz chose
to base her film "Iilore on the
institution rather than what
bappens ill it. My hope was
tha~ ~ple would see the film
and It would re-create their
own experiences in the drivein."

---11-..
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An Academy Award winner
will be one of three judges in
the Big Muddy Film Fe;tivaL
Deborah Shaffer, independent film maker, will
lecture and present "Fire
From the Mountain" and her
Oscar winning "Witness to
War:
Doctor Charlie

togr=~~ dedicated his

life to non-violence and
medicine. When the war ill EI
Salvador escalated, he left
home to practice medicine iD

Shaffer's next project, a
documentary of the student
movements of the late '6CB,
will again be political, but
more personal.

TechnicsSA206Digltol Us, 190°0
1/s,34000

Technics SA3S0

Dlg/tol wfth T. V. Tuner Close out

Sony STR-A V250 New ~odel Ust 250°° 1
Nakamichi SR2A Lis' 500°0 Demo

Fire department responds
to marijuana 'fire' alarm
OLD BRIDGE, N.J. (UPD automated smoke detector
_ High technology hackiu-ed and ill'e alarm, police SgL
00 a man who installed a
Gary F. RuszalJa said.
sophisticated smoke detector
"'The ill'e company's about
that .:=~his~~ to clear up and the daughter's
and
saying-she iDadvertenUy hit
when be was smoking the alarm and she's sorry, but
marijuana, authorities said the marijuana smell wants to
Thursday.
knock our cop right over,"
The home of Joseph RuszalJa said.
Romano, 40, was iilled WIth
smoke when police re.ponded
''00 top of the refrigerator
to the alarm turned in is a bomemade bong and
Wednesday afternoon by the that's where the smoke's
security company that coming from." the sergeant
monitors
nomano's said.
. . . . . . . . 4.~ ....
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City wastewater treatment plant
qualifies for low-interest loan
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

Carbondale could be eligible
for a low interest federal
revoiving loan to pay for
improvements on its Southeast
Wastewater Treatment Plant,
Mike Bowers, an Illinois
Environmental Protection
Agency project manager, said.
Congress is proposing the
loan system for water and
sewer projects nationwide.
Under the revolving loan
system, the money would be
loaned out again as soon as it is
repaid, said Bryan Marx of the
IEPA.
Bill Dixon, city manager,
said Carbondale will look into
the loan progr~m.
"We're going ahead with the
improvements, but we're
communicating with Sen.
(Ralph) Dunn about the
situation," he said.
The City Council voted
Tuesday to spend more than $2
million to upgrade the plant.
Last spring Carbondale
officials applied for a federal
grant to make improvements
on the plant so that it would
comply with IEPA standards,

"We're going ahead
with the improvements, but we're
communicating with
Sen. (Ralph) Dunn
about the situation."

Lack of oxygen in wastes
flowing from the Southeast
',vastewater Treatment plant
to Crab Orchard Creek could
kill plants and animals living
in the creek, he said.
As the waste decomposes in

tlte creek, it takes oxygen from
the water, thereby reducing
the amount of oxygen
-Bill Dixon available for other organisms
in the creek, Bowers said.
The Southeast Wastewater
Treatment Plant received
Dixon said.
But the problems and several violations in 1987, he
violations the southeast plant added.
The city will issue general
suffers from weren't severe
enough to place it as a priority obligation bonds to pay for the
improvements, which include
for a grant, Bowei"S said.
State and federal govern- two new clarifiers to remove
ments have ranked all impurities in dry solid \iaste
proposed water and sewer and 16 drying beds. The bonds
projects on a priority basis, will be repaid with money
and Carbondale's southeast generated by an 8.9 percent
plant has just been given water and sewer fee increase
outside priority status, he said. that could go into effect after
"Time and money has run May I.
The increase, which the
out so it doesn't appear that
Carbondale will get a grant," council is expected to approve
Bowers said. "Last year, there at its Feb. 16 meeting, would
was a possibility of Build raise combined water and
Illinois money, but that was sewer fees from $3.34 to $3.64
for every 1,000 gallons used.
never appropriated."
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Gatsby's
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PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO DAYTONA

PINCH
PENNY
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We·re Open For Lanch
11am til Midnight Weekdays
5pm til Midnight Weekends

WE DRM (THE PARlY SlARlS HERE)

• Soups

- Appetizers
-Salads

• Burgers
• Deli Sandwiches
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INCLUDES:

Special----
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$50 Deposit $25 Damage Deposit
SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE
FOR RlRTHER INFORMAnON
AND SIGN UP

Contact Jane or Monica

549-4946
Also South Padre Island available
You Drive $165
We Drive $247
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Beef

Stroganoff
with
Salad
$4.50

Toasted
RaviOli
$1.75 .

Fish
Sandwich

with
Fries
$3.25

Live]azz
with

MERCY

Mecham denies charges
PHOENIX (uPI) - Gov.
Evan Mecham insisted
Thursday that he did not try to
hide a $350,000 campaign loan
and objected bitterly when a
member of a House in.·
peachment
committee
questioned whether his
practices theoretically could
result in concealment of loans
from criminals.
The governor, who has been
indicted on felony charges for
allegedly concealing the loan,
said he was not a criminal and
asked that the question be
withdrawn becaUSE he was
insulted.
"You were insinuating that
I'm some kind of a criminal
which I am not," Mecham said

during a heated exchange with
Republican Rep. John King, an
attorney.
King, initially refusing to
back off, said he was trying to
show that by lumping loans
without listing the lender, as
Mecham \lid on his campaign
contribution reports, people
with "bad reputations" could
lend money to candidates and
no one would know.
Impeachment would require
31 votes in the OO-melllber
House, which is controlled by
Republicans. If Mecham is
impeached, trial would be
conducted in the GOP·
controlled Senate, where 20 of
30 members would have to vote
to convict.
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-Charismatic Worship
~ -Study in the Word
~ :c~ri.5tiLn fellowship
§ CHI ALPHA
Biblical Encouragement
= COlLE"" MlNISTIlIES TOlWIGOn 7:00PM
Wham Auditorium CRoom 105)
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FOR YOUR VALENTINE
JOSEPH

SCHMIDT
CON fEe T 111

N~"

SAN FRANC.$CO

Surprise your
CHOCOLATE-LOVING VALENTINE
with fresh, hand-made
Belgian chocolate truffles:

Christopher Warner, junior in cinema and
photography, tests the accuracy of the 6'

3" .

4" clearance sign located In the Faner
breezeway. Warner is 6'

Prosecutor seeks crucial memo
in Meese's dealing with pipeline
WASHINGTON (UP!) over 00 McKay.
Independent prosecutor James
McKay's office said in a
McKay said Thursday the statement Thursday that
Reagan administration is "upon learning that an
reviewing the possibility of unauthorized publication of
declassifying a secret memo at certain information was apthe beart of Attorney General peariIig in the media, Mr.
Edwin Meese's brusb with a $1 McKay provided a brief
billion Iraqi pipeline deal.
summary of sensitive matters
Sources close to the in- related to this investigation to
vestigation said Wednesday the president's chief of staff,
that the memo told of a Swiss HowardH. Baker."
oilman's contributions to the
"At .tbat meeting, Mr.
Israeli Labor Party. The . McKay received assurances
payments were meant to that every effort would be
secure guarantees from the made to minimize any en·
Israelis that they would not cumbrances imposed OIl his
. interfere with the oil pipeline investigation by virtue of the
that was to be built close to classified nature of pertinent
Israeli territory, according to information,"
McKay's
published reports.
statement said.
It is understood that Meese's
"Pursuant
to
that
com·
criminal defense team
maintains that any such mitment, last night the counsel
to
the
president,
Arthur
B.
contributions would be legal.
Meese attorney Nathan Culvabouse Jr., advised Mr.
McKay
that
an
interagency
Lewin declined to comment on
the content of the 1985 memo task force is being formed to
and
reassess
from Meese's longtime friend review
and associate, E. Robert declassification of any in·
:ormation
related
to
this in·
Wallach, because it it is
classified. But he disclosed the vestigation," the statement
said.
document was first tem·
Wallach, under indictment
porarily classified by the
Justice Department's security in New York for attempting to
officer before bt>ing turned influence Meese in the award

of a $32 million no-bid Army
contract to the scandal· tom
Wed tech
Corp.,
was
representing the wealthy
Swiss oilman, Bruce Rappaport, in the 1985 negotiations
on the pipeline.
The Iraqi pipeline was to run
close to the Israeli border
carrying oil to the Red Sea port
~!-<lb~ik Jordan, but was

8Ci's PROFESSIOtlflL COMEDY
Rick Kerns
Denver

&

Jeff Harmes
Denver
FRIDAY 8:00 & 10:30
SATURDAY 8:30

SOC Drafts
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Jimmy Higgins
Pittsburgh, P A
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Enjoy dining in a wonderful
atmosphere while eating one
of our delicious steaks, grilled
!;hrimp or any other tasty entree.
Afterwards, join us in the lounge
for spirits and fun.
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Home of the 200z. Steak
Best Happy Hour in Town
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Sun-Tues
lOam-3am
Wed-Thun
lOem-4am
Fri-&ot
lOam-Sam

3 Pc·. FISH DINNER
ONLY '2.99

~.~:~

Burrito Supremes
Just sl.29

~.

..
IBuy Z Bean Burritos I

You get 3 pieces of delicious fish filet. plenty
of crisp french fries, fresh creamy cole slaw.
unci 2 southem-style hush puppies.

~----------------
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400 E. Walnuft
Carbonclal. 549· 2971

Beef 'n Cheddar's

Regular .
, .Cheese Pizzas
for $8.88

Each additional

toPping just sse for both ~

Just ask for the $8.88 Deal.
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457-6776
Eastgate
Plaza
Carbondale. I L

.

.~~ at paftidpating stores only.Not valid with any other

",,_.lIMITED 0ElNERY AREA. Our driwnI carry less thaI1
l20·00.
01987 DomIno's Pizza, Inc.
'.

Location
8.51

Houn:
7..... 1Opm

..........BETTER.!
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Arnold's

NOW OPEN
We have a new building with
inside &eating. Try US fOl' ~t,
lunch. or dinner•

•

Includes sandwich, 199.
fries and med. soft drink
oIfBr expires

if'"
•

02U!GSB

1301 Nonh Yale, Marlon

"The Best Around'" ".

(by Red lion Inn)
.... 1010 East Main, carbondale
. (by Unlv.r.~ Mall)

Crand Ave. Mall C.~ille

Because you want more
than a taste-alike/look-alike

eating experience.

We offer you our new
gourmet restaurant
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Dukakis a threat to Simon
in S. Illinois, Poshard s.ays
By Dana DeBeaumont
staff Writer

Sun. 7th

A little bit of Paul Simon seems to ru.. ve rubbed off on
state Sen. Glenn Poshard.
The Democratic Party recently told Poshard he needs the
help of n.edia consultants in his campaign for the22nd
District House seat, but Poshard told a journalism class
Thursday that he's going to create his own image.
Poshard is Simon's campaign manager in Southern
Illinois. Simon has disdained the use of "flashy" political
consultants who would have him exchange his boy-in-thebowtie image for a more mainstream modern look.
Poshard said that when the party sent him a media
consultant, he refused to follow the consultant's advice and
sent the consultant back to Washington.
"I know who I am and I think I know the people of
Southern Illinois pretty well, .. Poshard said. "They
(consultants) want to make a candidate, create who you
are and decide what you say.
.
"I'm going to make my own image and decide what
commercials I'll run. If not, I'll get out."
Party officials don't seem too upset with Poshard's
decision. On Saturrlay, P')St.a.rd was elected to the party's
platform committee, which dt'cides the party's stand on
major issues.

(Across from Mc,)onald's)

i

457-816~·

Fri.5th Logos Co Ifehouse with
Ken Wallace 8-12pm open mlc
Sat. 6th Ski Trip to P.loii bam

11 am
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"State employees see their jobs threatened by
Simon's balanced budget proposal. We're
(Simon backe;s) organized to put up a fight."
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said.
"We are on of the most
trendsetting counties in
Southern Illinois," Frost said.

C

2411200 NRBo"les\4-6P:oe1<sI

Contest to design flag out otJai' ;S
proached the School of Art and
area elementary and high
schools about the project.
David Frost, of the Jackson
County Sheriff's department,
said We flag's design should
draw on the aniqueness of
Jackson County.
The University and
recreational areas such as
Giant City Si:ate Park and
Shawnee National Forest,
make Jackson County unique,
Frost said.
The design also could draw
on the mining or orchard industry in Jackson County, he

C ~mpus Ministry
816 S. Illinois Avenue

United Methodist

~

o

Shoes'1'tSiUff-~

candidacy will help Simon.
Simon needs to fmish at least candida te, Poshard said.
"We've got 300 people going
Poshard, who is seeking u.S.
second in the Monday's Iowa
caucuses, second in the New to Iowa this week," he said. Rep. Ken Gray's 22nd District
seat in Congress, said his
Hampshire primary Feb. 16 "It's a long haul."
Poshard said the Des Moines . congressional campaign is on
anli third 10 the March 8
southern pri.rnaries to be Register's endorsement of bold until after "Super
considered a legitimate Simon for the Democratic Tuesday" on March 15.

The contest to design. a
Jackson County flag began in
the Jackson County jail, but
the contest is out of jail now,
and is open to anyone who has
an idea for a distinctive county
symbol.
The Rev. James Duke, an
advisor to the Jackson County
l!lIIl8te Adv1JC8cy Group, said
the flag design contest started
as a rehabilitation activity for
the inmates.
"I'm always trying to think
of ways the inmates can improve themselves," Duke said.
Duke said he has ap-

•
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By Dana DeBeaumont
StalfWriter

The Dukakis campaign is
well organized in Southern
Illinois, and some of Dukakis'
delegate candidates are
members of the American
Federation of State, County
ai1d Municipal Employees,
Poshard said.
Poshard, D-Carterville, said
that although the union hasn't
endorsed Dukakis, Simon and
his campaign coordinaters
aren't taking anything for
granted.
David Phillips, preside.1t of
the local chapter of AFSCME,
said the union's endorsement
still is "up in the air." The
union will rlecide Saturday in
Springfield whom to endorse
for
the
Democratic
nomination.

if
~I
..

Poshard to set new.look

Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis is more of a threat to
Sen. Paul Simon in Southern
Illinois than Simon supporters
believe, state Sen. Glenn
Poshard said Thursday.
"State employees see their
jobs threatened by Simon's
balanced budget proposal,"
Poshard, who is Simon's
Southern Dlinois campaign
manager, said. "We're (Simon
backers) organized to put up a
fight"

THIS WEEKEND AT THE
UN'T_'t WESLEY FOUNDATION
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No prizes have Deen
determined for the flag contest, he said. "I had hoped this
contest would appeal to the
alt-.-uistic, volunteer sine of
people. Someone should want
to do this for the peoo'le of
Jackson County. I t

iW

For details call host at the
Jackson County Sheriff's office, 684-2177.
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Nine-month
sentence for
local woman
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MURPHYSBORO (UPI) A 62-year-old, former DeSoto
woman has been sentenced to
nine months in the Jackson
County Jail at Murphysboro on
her plea of guilty last October
to robbing the Landmark Bank
in Carbondale.

I

Judge Robert Howerton,

Ii

taking note of the defendant's

age in imposing a jail instead
of prison sentence, also placed
Eula Mae Brown on four-

years' probation and ordered
ber to perform 700 bours of
community service work.
Authorities said about $1,300
was taken in the robbery last
July. Authorities, alerted by a
silent alarm sounded at the
bank, arrested Brown at her
home about 30 minutes after
the rc..bbery and recovered the
money.

I
SPRING BREAK 881
Serving Up

~~

SPC

I~

.~.~~..: . . .

...... ~..

T~~~ r~e~~eation
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Don't get burned on Spring Break
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Call and sign up today 536-3393
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-
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Programs begin to stem AIDS among addicts
WASHINGTON (uP!) - In
loca:.ities with a high incide:Jce
of AIDS, health authorities
across '.he country are launching bold and frequenUy
controversial new programs to
stem the spread of the disease
among drug addicts.
Measures include passing
out free hypodermic needles
and the bleach to sterilize
them - actions previou.<;ly
forsworn because law enforcement and health
authorities feared such actions
would promote illegal intravenous drug u!".e, rather
than stop the spread of AIDS.
Last Sunday, New York City
cfficials were given permission by the state health
department to launch an experimental program, believed
to be the nation's first, that
would give clean needles to
drug addicts.
THE TRIAL program, to
start in March or April, woold
provide 200 to 400 participating
addicts with a medically

supervised exch.ange where
they could trade ofd needles
for new ones uncontaminated
with the virus that causes
AIDS.
New York is believed to have
the nation's worst problem
with AIDS transmission by
intravenous drug users. The
city health commissiooer, Dr.
Stephen Joseph, said there are
at least 250,000 intravenous
drug users in the area with
more than half of them already
infected by HIV, the human
immunodeficiency virus that
causes AIDS. He estimated the
number of infected addicts is
increaslng by 8 percent per
year.
mv can be spread through
sex, or from an infected
mother to her unborn child.
Intravenous drug users have
an additional risk: contracting
the virus by sharing a needle
.:ontaminated with the blood of
a person who bas it.
JOSEPH SAID needle exchange programs in England

and Amsterdam had resulted
in a decrease in the sharing of
needles, and had not resulted
in an increase in the nl'mber of
drug addicts. But he said the
proof of the programs would be
whether they resulted in a
decrease in HIV transmission.
Joseph believes the New
York experiment will improve
the hygiene of people who
would use drugs anyway, and
said these people are "the
cornerstone to the epidemic"
because they may spread the
virus to the general population
through sex with uninfected
people who do not use drugs.
Neighboring New Jersey
health officials said they would
watch the New York program
closely, but had no plans to
copy it.

''Drug addicts often share
needles because of the urgency
they feel from their addiction," she said.
A Boston Health and
Hospitals
Department
epidemiologist, Dr. George
Lamb, traveled to Europe last
month to investigate the
possibility of implementing a
clean needle program in
Boston.
But Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis, a Democratic
presidential candidate, is
strongly opposed, saying
")ublic officials should be
encouraging addiction
treatment rather than
swapping
needles
in
Massachusetts,
where
possession of syringes and
hypodermic needles is against
the law.

A NEW Jersey Department
of Health spokeswoman,
Marilyn Riley, noted that
giving addicts one clean needle
each would not stop them from
sharing their needfes once they
are used.

DR. REED Tuckson,
District of Columbia health
commissioner, said he opposes
a needle exchange, but on
Tuesday announced that the
city would pass out vials of

bleach to drug addicts with
instructions on how to use it
safely to flush out syringes and
kill the AIDS virus.
The bleach and instructions
will be dispensed by outreach
workers who approach addicts
on the street and in so-callell
shooting galleries.
Currently alx.ut 15 percent of
the city's people with AIDS
contracted it through intravenous drug use, but
authorities expect the percentage
to
increase
dramatically as infected users
come down with the disease.
IN
SEATTLE
and
surrounding King County,
health authorities adopted a
bleach distributiO" program
last month afte. becoming
alarmed that the percentage of
drug users infected by HIV is
doubling every six months
with recent fJgures showing 15
percent of the estimated 12,000
HIV drug users are now infected.

AIDS linked to artificial insemination
ATLANTA (UP!) - Citing
instances of AIDS transmission through artificial
insemination, the national
Centers Cor Disease Control
Thursday urged testing of
sperm and ova donors and·
frozen storage of donated
semen for six months.
While incidents of AIDS
transmission through organ,
tissue or sperm donations are
rare, the role of these factors
in the spread of the disease bas
been confirmt.d by the Public
Health Service.
Between 1985 and 1987,
transmissions of AIDS .:uJd
bepatitus B were confirmed
tbrougb artificial insemination. In April 1987, a
skiD graft was implicated in
the transmission of the AIDS
virus, and a month later a
cadaveric organ donor tested
positive for the virus.
In its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, the CDC
said U:e use of fresh sperm in
artificial insemination may
still be appropriate if obtained
from a donor in a "mutually
monogamous marriage-relationship."
"However, it is now considered prudent to freeze
samples from all other donors
and store them in that state for

a minimum of six months," the
report said.
Before the semen is used for
artificial insemination, the
report said donors' blood
samples taken at the time of
donation and a minimum of six
months later should be tested
for
the
human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
antibody to prevent transmission of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome.
The CDC said medical
personnel sbould ensure blood
tests are taken from the same
donor on each occasion and
that the donor's identity is
verfied. Frozen sperm from
donors who test positive should
not be used in artificial insemination.
In addition, the CDC Said
sperm should not be accepted
from donors in high risk
groups for HIV infection, and
donors should be examined by
qualified pbysicians for 0bvious signs of AIDS.
The CDC also noted instances of AIDS transmission
by tissue and organ transplants and urged testing of
blood, tissue and organ donors,
living and dead.
In hospitalized donors still
living, the report recom-

Cornea donor shortage
reported by association
CHICAGO (UPI) recruit donors and make the
Cornea transplants restore public aware of the
sight to more than 30,000 . procedure's benefits.
Americans every year, but -.
"This is the most common
the demand for donors far
outstrips supply and the and successful transplant
shortage is likely to become operation done in the United
worse, the American States, and it could be more
Medical Association warned so if only· we had the
donors," said Dr. George
Thursday.
The AMA's Council on Bobigian, chairman of the
Scientific Affairs said AMA's Council on Scientific
despite advances in Affairs.
procuring and preserving
"In many ways, this is no
donor corneas in the United
States, between 3,500 and different than any other
5,000 people awaiting donor organ, to the extent
transplants in 1985 did not that there is a shorta~e in
recieve them. The group almost every area,' he
called for renewed efforts to said.
mended testing prior to any

:a~~i:~~:Oi:;T~

antibody in the process of
multiple transfusions. Organs

~~~~~:ti:::urn;~

used "except when the transplantation of an indispensable
organ is necessary to save a

patient's life."
The CDC recommendations
were prepared by the U.S.
Food and Drug AdDlinistration
and were endorsed by the
American Association of
Tissue Banks, the American
Fertility Society and the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

FINANCIAL AID AWARENESS WEEK
Financial Aid AlDareness Week

$489
RONIUCO
Li'h~':
$4 99

1

February 1-0
If you plan to attend slue this upcoming 1988-89 academic school year, and want to
work on campus, you should complete and mail the 1988-89 ACT/Family Financial
Statement form as suon as possible.
.

~~.

.. Stroh'. Light
15 pack cans·

Dark

750ml

l~'1o/rgin

$8 99

75Om1

~

$319

lJite
Zinfandel 75Om!

Rene lunot
French

$3 39.

Table Wines
1.5 liter

The ACT/FFS will also allow you to be considered for the major federal, state and
institutionally-funded financial aid programs. To be given priority consideration of all
aid programs, complete and mail the ACT/FFS before April 1, 1988.

ACTIFFS forms are available from: ,
Student Work and Financial Assistance
Woody Hall, B-Wing, Third Floor

Prices Good Only At:

flBC LIQUOR MfiRT
10f II•••,bllII_

e.........

457-2711

OJ

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial A~slstQnee.
MlV......
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Other Man. Located In:

I

i

191'11 HONOA OVJC WAGON olr. 5
Ij>,i .. om·1m _ . good -.I..
$15OO0I0.54f.f.t52pm.
2-10-11 .............. If56AcIH
1979 FJtfIIfIO. LOW MIlES. _ny
_
portI. vwy oharp. $2400 010.

Classlfi'ed
D!rectory
'MSaI.

J

Auto

J

Motorcycles

=.~~~.!-~=:

V_ _ .Iuyer·. Guide. 1-805-617·
6000 fKi. 5-9501.
2·22.a • • .. • .. • • .. .. . 007IA0 102

Ports &Services

76 IUfOC IIfGAI.. 2-d<.. am.fm

MobileHomes

51 ...... H<' -.I.. S2950. 657·

-,_.

Bicycles

2-,," .............. 1141A095
1978 MEIICUIY ZEPHY/I. _
point.
"",s
~... gd_
.•pores
S9S0.529-45OII'
_Ind.
_Aslclllll
.

Cameras

2-8................. 17f8A092

Sporting Goods

Furniture

' ' ' ' CEUC" G1'. runs 'and Joo/cs
: : , :='forcru;!d. =,.o~:
11365.
2.11-8............... 17'7_

Musical

!we".
_'rfylllll for credit. We
wi" P"'f110cash
for 'fOU' _. C ond J

Recreational Vehicles

NffD A CAlI? W. f l _ 110 In-

SaIel.9.95-6634.
2·"'" .............. 1645Ao9J

Book.
For Rent
Aportments

1912 HONDA ACCOIID of Dr •• 5 spd..
oc.. p .... p.b.. om·1m ....... cruM.
. .c. -.I.. S6500 54P-409f.

2.'" ............... opoct
1727_
co'.
1915-86 ISUZU IMPULSE.

ai, option. 2 dr.. S~SI6.000. you
C..~1':'~'
to P"'f off

Houses

2-5.. .. ............. 1797A091

Mobile Homes

1750A093
1977 CAI'IIfC£ VI. ell<. -.I.. 110
Call 54,.7886 or 457-5219.

~

2-5-a ............... 1630A091·

Pets & Supplies

2·"" ...............

1912 DATSUN 200SJC. 5 .,..ed. o/r.
....."" ....... p .... p.b .. p.w.. 34

1976 CHEVY _ALA. GOOD c0ndition. 110 rust. S500 010. call. 457·
5561.
2·5-a ............... 1144Aft91
AUTOMotILf 'NSU/IANCE." AiL
_. _
monthly rof... 529-212l1.

Electronics

~
~~s:'.!! •~tr'"
W::,:.
C'dar..
.
....,. II<.

"'I'fj.
~oI.

Miscellaneous

2................... ' 7 _
'911 CII.OS TOIIOHAOO. fll<' -.I.•

- . p .... p.b.. _ I...... turi>o
irani .• e.c. Cond.. mUll ..II. $850
010.-"'08.

2."" ............... 1441""'"

Home.

529-3629.
2·5" ............... 1737Ao9l
1975 f'/CIWI' FOlIO F-loo. ~._
and __ good. $500. call 549-U40.

$1450.

_lot

2-/1 ................ '752AoN
INS IIfUANT $.1600. '82
$2100••" DoIIun 510 sin .
_ . $2150.... ""anI $1995••.,

1911 I'HOEHIX GOOD IIUNNING

:;;"c!"oNdcn::..":~~::.~~uoo"

I" . .

~~~~·Di.· •. :~,=":. .
ru.,. good. -

battety. am·lm.

Duplexes
Wanted to Rent
Business Property
Mobile Home Lots
Help Wanted

... . ... .

J

I 'Motorcycl.... f

. .. .

-I'

..

J

MANY USED nIlES. A'", low pri<ttd

,9.95 HONOA INTEllCEJrrOfI 500

Sa,.. ond Sent. (formerly East Sid.
~) ~ N. IfllltOn. C'dar. 457·
109Mb108

~..:"•. 45J-f75, ••••k~~.o;:1v.c92

~~'~~'.~:~~~~ 1:"',:o~-:;~~;:::z::..99 Gotor ;:;~"-;::. ='7 =::i~;
2·16-18 ..•........... 10000Ah011 Shop.. S300mll... $2000. 453.5870.
791( mI .... $1500
TllAHSM/SS1OH IIEPAlfI. w·i.:;;k, 2·15................. 'rnAc97

,He COROOIA. 6 cyI •• - . ex.

2................... 1762Aa92
1 _ MAZDA 626. 2 dr. ."... 5 spd..
GIr•• _ . 0"0,0. ph. 841(

ml'",

~~1

..............

!.7f6:~:~~'~r·=:.
5
ipd.. GIr. ounrf.. 11ft. po. ph. 161( /IOU ...... GIIIUf, push liar fils Ford
='eoUs::~<' -.I. $2515 ~~~r.~~ wi..... ""rod
2-8.. ............. . 11~ 'l-12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,824Ab96

SCOOTfR'986 YA/lMHA JOG.1JOOd
condilion. S3SII '" best alfw.

CDi'

19" HONDA 650 NIGHTHA_. IMW
fir... $1500 080. 1967 Triumph
Tiger 650. S8OO080. 549~7.
2-8 .................. 176fAc92

;r~~7~7~V:':!t
-e. $500. '65
~ G,;~~:,~. Auto So....

$625. '75 Mollbu .in.

2·'" ............... 169JAo9J
1911 HONOA OVIC. 5 IpHd hot·
chbock.

b.-If en I

condlllon.

Ilependab/e. $'500. coli 529·2090.
.,·'2'"
..............
'75JAa96
'937
SUPREME. oli _
.•
auIH control. Am-fm .'ereo
CIIItA$5

COSI.~

:l!tf$~c:,~-:~~~~-":"''''::

549-6'7'.

2-17... .
. ...... 1116A099
1917
dr.. 4 1pHd.
-..of. ....... control. om·1m
_ _ .• /ow/IIJ'-.IIke_.

C:NEVfirE;'..

::UO:UO;;;. 451-6142 offer 5 p .....

2-'7'" ... .. ........ 1117A099
1_ AUOI~. A..:. heot. oIpIne.
Ieo"-~ .. H •. ~.

$2.' l'Il. .:..II 145-.1764 offw 5.

NGme _______________________________________

Iood.d.

~r".

2-11 ................. 1155A095
1912 0tEYUTE. 90.000 ml .... ru.,.

",-

~~
..':':'~~~..
1972 \/OlVO WAGON 2

______________________________________

'hone _______________ Receipt Number ___________

.Valentine messages will appear
Friday. February 12 in the
Dally Egyptian.

_ _ _•
mi. ......."". oc. _muff.....
II..... vwy good ."... $1500. 549·
_

0611.
2-10-11 .............. 17S8Aa9f

Return with payment 10:

~Ti

Roommates

. '.

Partun.iServlces]!·

08:f.~.

j1ffl ~A::~::.r

Rooms

I

The Doily Egyptian Classified Dept .. Room 1259.
Communicotion. Building. Carbondale. IL 62901.
by Februory 9. For more information. pleo.. coli
536-3311

P'-oM charge 10 my Q'edil cord

o VISA
0 _ ..rCord
I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I

Carbondale's Place To Go For Expert
Radiator & Heater Repair
Complete Auto Repairing

,.... .... ...;.,..... ............. _'*'~..--OI'....

"New Raclloton & H_en In SIOCk forQulc:lc lnatollotion

I"IP,
5~ N. University
529.1711
CariMHlclale

Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
lost
Found
Entertainment
Announcaments
Auctions &Sales
Antiques
Business Opportunitie

VIC KOENIG
1985CHEVETTl
• dr., automatic, air,
Sterea, only J5,ooomiles
Wer!.$5295°O
On .. I. for '4694-

Free
Rides Needed
Riders Needed
Real Estate
All CIossIfied ~
......t be proc...ed by 12:00

noon to oppear in tha _'"
d ...,.. publicotion. Anythi
p - - . l after 12:00 noon
will go in the following day'.
publication.

The Dalty Egyption cannot
be""""" tor .... ....
... day'. inc:onKI ........
Advwtioera ore nMpOMlble
tor cMcking IhIIir odvertiIe-no for .......... &ron not
tha foul! of tha odver!l..,
which ....... tha va.... of
tha ocIvertiHmenl will be
adjuNd. " your ad appem"l
l-..cIty. or If you wiob
ClIII'IOeI your ad. call ~11
before 12:00 noon for
cancellotion In tha neat
ibM.

J

Any ad which I. concelled
before ...pirotion will be
chotg.d a $2.00 ___ ice fee.
Any refund under $2.00 will
be forfeited.
No ado will be mIo-douilied

CloooiIied'~""'"
be paid In advance
lor those occounla with
..tobli.hed credit.

."eep'

1913 TRANS AM
Classic white with automatic,
Alr,.terea
Must ... to bell __
2·1983 %-21',
Toke your pick· both have
T-Tops. power windows,
Automertic, and much mart.
Were$67SSoo
On .... forUHS·
1974 Full SIze 8Iaur 4x4
Camouflage In color
"Nothing can .tay in your way"
Was $169500
On sale $129500

Dod._

1984
Pickup
AutomatiC, air, va
look. and drives great
Was$5985 .
On _I_ for UM9

VIC KOENIG

-=-&SUIAAU.
529-1000
1040 E. Main. Cdale

rrre

USED
CARS

1913 CHEVY CHEVETTE
.. dr., auto, air.
60,000 miles
t29SO~913

BUICK PARK AVE
Oneowner
Extrercleon
.6650"

1910 Toyota Corolla
Automatic, air
. ,.,9SO197ISubaru
One owner
low mileage
'9751981 Toyota C.11ea Supra
Automatic, every option
27,000 miles
One owner
itt. 13. 2 miles enstof

Carbondale· Ike Buick Ni.lan

fI-~

AUTO
PARK

USED CARS
529·3600

WALLACE. I"C.

SMITH

DODGE

1913 NISSAN STANZA
• door, power,
Air, automatic
M6SO-

1984 BUICK RIVERA
Extra clean, full power,
Low mileage, new tires,
One owner

1979 DATSUN B210 WAGON
1981 FORD CUSTOM VAN
Ice box, sink,
.. captain chairs
and couch

Stick .hlft, runs great
$1~

1974 V.W. RANSPORTEII
One owner

.eoo-

1912 FORD ',50 PICKUP
Power, air, tilt,
and cruise

1979 A.M.C. CONCORD
2 door, automatic
Run. great
t9SO-

1975 PROWLER
27ft., 5th Wh_1
Camper

1981 PLYMOUTH RELIANT
2 door, air, automatic
Air, automatic

•"so-

WALLRCE~

, . . . Pontiac 6000
• door,
I
Solid black car

I

SMITH

I"C.

S17E."aln
Carbeaclala, IL

549-2255

DODGE
1412 W. MaiD!
Carbondale 1
45
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GUITAR STANDS $&. strings a ' - 2
"". S9. flulfor -.10 name your pnc..
Come _ our . - store and studIO
and !JeI a fJI'eGf <l.oJ today. Sound
Core. 122 S. IlllnoI•• 457-5641. The
fastest growing muak ,r 1HW 'n
Southemllllnois.
..
2-15-118 .............. I068An97
GUITAR. lASS AND n.-y lessons,
Transcriptions. Mosl
slide.

IlALEIGH _TAGE 24" _nable.
12 .-.. dolly III

bosem_.

s.. of Law Ubrary

AS IS. 3 bdrm. 2 bcrtIts.
brick home. Union Hili subdivision.
$49.500. 1-31""'71-5629 oft. 5p.m.

101d.

2-8-81 ......... _...... 1741A192

;;=~~~i~-;; 1 r(: : : :·: : : :.: :E;'.E~ .: : .: : : :·:·:·,·;1
~. Coli

805-0U-9533 ext. 135

.ty""

SlU Grad. IIle11.549-6140.
2-22-118 • ............. 1327AnI02

OUfEN SIZE lEO. Coli 867-3164 _
5:~0 p.m.
HEW SOFA SETS and _li __ of

1978 PAlllCWOOO '4x70. fIGS heCJI.
..ntro' air. awnln". e"..lIent
5
conditIOn. Mus, ..II. 54_49 _

2·11-118 .............. 1608Am95
QJSTOM lOOK CASE· shelvl"fl
unlls· end tabl..• eIc. Made to fNder

R/CKENBACKER 4001 8UC $350.
Rondoll Amp. 200w. 15 l:'ocII spier.
SI50.MuslSelIl Coil 549-70n.
•
2-8-118 ............... 1706An92
SYNTHESIZER. KORG 1'01. Y 61 exc.
condo New S15OO. aslel"fl SI200
Q60.687-42J8_5p.m.
2-9-118 ................ 79IAn93
MUST SAOIIFlCEI ROlAHO dlf1llal
drums; OOR 30 _no 6 Roland pads.
$1000. Altar 5 pom .. 687-2472.

1338Ae97

1749"""08

2-9-118 ............... 1795An9J

"""nlo.

2-5-118 ............... 1526Ad91

,I:r::: · ·..

·.:~~~E.~:=::·:':::··:::.:I F#ff~fi~~

~:~.................

~'.~~~~.'~: .....

~~:~:::~=: ~7:f.t::ri;~ !Jfll:!I···§·. .·.~.~i;·)~.·"gt@••~_~.·
· •.·.·•.·~•.·•·~$RI'I··.•.
·.g.:

mobile';;"'" ot'Ciab Orc:h«d tolee, Ill. cablneI S50. _
W.
Well below _ _ maple tobl.. lour choirs $135.

AIH Pork.

r~:='~SURANd~~

_wah.,M250:.,::::::::

~fr.~·~-:-.e:..:: C:··:·::·.:

':::

2-11-118 .......•....•• 1149A-'5

='~

extras.

Rentl"fl Fall. Sum...... "". 2.3. 4

c.iI

10.d1"~

<01/457·2245.

4e~~

5 AOIE. 1985 Scott 00ubIe wide
home In M'bora and edole orea. All
opp/.• 3 bdrm. 2 full both.
-""Odflreploce.I6x16_.hooIc·
up "". ....tral air. Good Iocotlon. 15
min. drive to town. As"'"fI 545.000.
Coli 687-3507 befo<e 2 p.m.
2-5-88 ............... 1647Ae91
NICE 12,,60 WITH TIP
cor".' and curta.ns. Gas beat C'en.
air. MusI.elll Town and Country_.

~y

.tee..

ote

...,1. N_

53. CoIl549-+f71.

~'=;Air:RiriNWiEO~~ ~

~,=;::,!·l~~:=;.,c,:/~

f5';'~·:~~-.~.~.~~~~1
VERY ,.ra 2 IIORAI. with fIGS heCJI.

~~;::':;'''':,::'::'~~i1!~~
2·18-118
1959Ae100
14.60. 2..............
IIORAI. FUllY FURN
.. 1 full
both. 10.12 shed. good location.

2-24-118 .............. 1640lI0104

APARTMENT.

""

700 s. Lewis Lane

exclusive

Ideal for professional

Carbondale. IL

or

549-7377

Ioculty. $440 " . montb. Coli 529-

~_,_

1968. 12x50. NEW CAlIPEr. water

Featuring: Efficiencies, 2 & 3 bedroom
Split level apartments
With: Swimming Pool
Cable TV service
Air conditioning
Maintenance service
Wall to wall carpet
Gas grills
Fully furnished

AND YET, VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS

1207 S. Wall, Carbondale
I '. 457-4123

Malibu Village 529-4301

Showing apartments in afternoons and Saturday

(~~~1703w.U1:Ave. CorbOn!Ollle Rentals
"". unde<plnnln9 s/dl"fl and etc. j
(.kln) most mobile ......... "". S50 or 1
40

II

;i~'NG 'DRm: WHITE !~,:~

I

1558Af92

PERCENT OFF All Koy.er
(IIn_ie) In stock. Sole ends 2·1-118.
529-451 7"". dlr""_.

condit/oft. perl.." "". $prln9 or'

~5~~r.~~~..~~4~~~:t4.f9l1

r·. ·.

Electronics

:':' '.'.:::11

AUTOSKETCH FIIOM AUTOOESK
In<o<p«atod. the peopl. who make
Aulocod. Su_ way to Ieorn Cod.

I

~~~,,:,:':'.s:.~~. ~~~o.l
HAVENS. BUDSLICK INC

mtlllDIgQM
504 5. Ash 14.15
502 S. Beveridge n
511 S. Beveridge 11.13
514 S. Beveridge 14
602 N. Carico
404 W. College II.n
403W. Elm lI.n.14
0102 '10 E. Hester
410'10 E. Hester
210 Hospital".n
507W.Mainn
202N.Poplarl2.13
703 S. lIIinais Ave.
1101.1102.1201
0106 5. University lI.n
13.14
33.tW. WalnullI.n
414 W. Sycamore (easll.
(west)

Pamela Schilling
Realtor-Associate~

Expectth. . . .t
BUS. (618)529·2040
RES. (618)529·29!W

INSURANCE
Health.

hot & Long
•••••••Term

AutO: •.•..• ~~&
Motarcyc... & iH!I

~&

AYALA

INSURANCI
457-4123

WANTED

Iwe buy T. V .Ii, Stereos,
VCRs and Pre--recorded
Video Tapes.
Al.TV
7lSs.m
Carbondale

529-4717

...ty

~

r~~==============:!~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~

hea..... very good .hop<t. nice porlc.
529000B0451~/63.

~:i,"-.~.5: ..........

...

NOW RElVTIlt'G FOR 88-89

fo.._

L

1432Ae91

and fnnh

=:"'~:l':!r.:R":.;"f:.''t!.<;.

3494.
2-16-811 ............... 16368098
SUMMER AND-OII Fall. Close to
compus. Extra nice 2. 3. and 4
~~~.. _IoNd. no pels.

An sm Approved Living Center
for Sophomores" Up

CflLL
52'.1012

partments, ouses
Mobl·leHomes

UXUry one bedroom apartment!
!available now to married couples.
elderly and handicapped.
Carpeted. air. appliances. laundry
facilities. pool. tennis courts.
Rent is based on income.
Rent as low as S30/month
for Qualified applicants.
The Fields AINrtmenb

The Qaads

--Microwave
D!shwasher

Summer and Fall 688
A
H

~9~-II8wEATHERjiED:'ori~~'::'

One Bedroom Apts.

2·9-118 .... ............ 10318093
N~Wl Y IlEMOOflEO.
MUIII'HY$&ORO 1 bdrm opls. Alleledrlc.

campus

Now Renting "

no ;

~It. big yard. nice. Coli 549-

2·/1-118 ............... rsl4809S

Carbondale ClinIc. Furnl.hed·
unfumlshed. $360 up. 549-6125.
3-2-118 ............... 169110109
ONE AND TWO bdrm opls. fum .•
utl/. Included. No pels. teo..
required. CoII_4p.m.684-4713.
2-12-118 ....... : ....... IB02/Io96

ondoircondilloned. _andfnnh

- One block from

-2 Full Baths
fOt t'C' o\,of\
\f\\ott'C'

529-358 I or 529- I 820.
, lARGE 2 IIORAI. QUIET area. near

687-3494.

.....,,~ .eoJ((\ -Washer/Dryer

2·10-118 .............. 1631LU94

!~i: ~.5.~....

«..eo

"~OOO1ll1i-

'l:i:7-"n~4. 1- "'". S225 mo.. f'I-!
2·9·88 ................ 18088093
FURNISHED 2 801!A1 611 W. Walnut.
dos. to SIU. owII. now. <heap. Coli

month. Resident Manoger Dn
Preml.... Coli 549·6990.
2·29-118 ............... 1.5Il310107
NEWt Y REMOOEI.EO. MUR.
I'HYS8OIIO I bdrm OF.Is. AII' electric

4360.
2-29-118 .. • .. • . . . . . ... 164280 107

_room.

2·16-118 ............... 1 6 _
and trash

Fum ap... N_ campus. both. full
lelkllen. AC. quiet settl"fl. free
por/<l"fI. Unco/n VIII_ Apls .. S. 51
and PI_ant lillf IIood next dot, to
So/ulel toundromof. Sprl"fl. 520("...

IIORAI

un·

2 ONE IIORAI APTS. _

CAllBONOAlE. LARGE EFFICIENCY.

3

UNITS.

agOln.

457-6956 IN 549-<>603.
2-8-88 . • . • • . .. • . . .. • .. 12668092

air condilloned. _

IEOIIOOM

ONE

~/T'~;7-;'f.,~~!.ole!:;;

687-3494.

2-5-118 _. _•••. _...•••• 1742An91

'0.5:30 dolly.
2-26-811 ••.•••.•••.•.• 11368010<1

1660Ae921

monlh.

~·l':!r.::=io~/~
2-9-118 ................ 10318093
LARGE 1 IN 2 bdrm. fuml.hed. air.
C'Ol'pef. will help fmd toMVnCJle.

oreG.

ol/.r..:. $&700. CfJI/942~14.
2.,-118 ............... I734Ae92
PATRIOT. SPACIOUS AND cleon.
,<Ix 70 wUn 7. ,.. ..pando. 3
and ....tral aIr. $10.500.

$ I 50

"'j

2

=::...~3= ~~t:s~~~

wo,.,.

~::.=!tIonSlOO. Phone 529- ~~_~:~~ _

2·8-118 .............•.
FOR SAlE: 1980 mobil. home.
14x70. 3 bdrm. one and a huH both.

Corbondol..

:::~~.~::~~

!:!:,':':' ..

::JI ~J~~~E~= ~~A.!T~!~~:

FOR SAlE IBANEZ Acoustic Gvllar.

,!,."':.::Iy h:n.~

cond.. II"e new and _
763-5530.

Musical :::.:.: ••

I.".
...."'... ===""''''===~

NEWt Y REMODElED. MURPHYS&ORO 1 bdrm opls. All _ ' "
and air condl"oned.
and trash

TWO IEpI!OOM
504 S. Ash,l
511 S. Beveridge n
514 S. Beveridge lI.n.13
510 N. Corica
602 N. Corica
S03N.Allyn
609N.AIIen
306 W. Cherry
311 W. Cherry n
oI06W.Cherry
407 W. Cherry CI.
408 W. Cherry CI.
409W.CherryCt.
404 W. College 13.14
500 W. College II
~E.Fr.......n
411E.Fr_
507'1a S. Hayes
402 E.H. .I.r
402'10 E. HHter
0106'10 E.Hesler
408'10 E. H..ter
410E. H.sler
208 Hospital II
210 Hospilal 13
6145. logan
S07'Ia '. Main (easl)

!WOHpIIOOM
201 5.Mapla
906 W. McDaniel
~W.Oakl3(bacI<)

402W.Oakll.n
617 N. Oakland
703 S. lIIinoiol202.

1203
301 N. Springer II.
n.I3.14
404 S. University (Norlh •.
South)
404'10 S. Univenity
33.t W. Wainul 13
402'1a W. Walnut
~W.OakI3

414 W. Syeamore(east.
wesl)
THREE MPIOQM

oI08S.Ash
olIOS. Ash
504S.Ashn
503N.Allyn
609N.Allyn
507 S. Beveridge
SII S. Beveridge n
514 S. Beveridge II.n.13
SION. Corica
1200 Corter
306 W. Cherry
~W.Cherry

«I6W_ Cherry Ct.
4f11W.Cherry
4f11W. Cherry Ct.
408W. Cherry Ct.
409 W. Cherry Ct.
S03 W. Charry
402 W. College
404 W. College 13
5OOW. College n
810W.Coliege
301 Creslviewln.
303 Creslview Ln.
305 Creslview In.
506S. Dixon
411 E. Fr. .man
113S.Farresl
120 5. Farrest
303 5. Farresl

1HREE IlEDIIOOM
S. Grohom
511 5;Hayes
5135.Hayes
402 E. Hesler
«I6E.Hester
408'10 E. Hest. .
208 Hospital n
611 Kennicatt
610S. Logan
6125. logan
614 S. Logan
906 W. McDaniel
308 W. Monroe

;.02

~W.OakIl(_t).

nCeasl)
402W. Oak lin
5OIW.Oak
617 N. Oakland
202 N. Poplarl1
519 S. Rawlings
14.15
509 S. Rawlings n.I3.14.15.16
1619W.Sycamore
1710 W. Sycamore
TawerHou..
TweedyHeu. .
404 S. Univ....ity.,
(Narth. Southl
33.t W. Walnutl3
402'10 W. Walnut
504W.Walnul
9OUW. Walnut
309 W. College Iln.l3.
14.15

n.n.

fOUlIlD!!OOM
504S.AshI3
503S......ridge
505S......~
502 S. Beveridge
S03 N. Allyn
609 N. Allyn
409 S. Beveridge
501 S. Beveridge
506 5. Beveridge
508 5. Beyeridge
SI .. S. Beveridge n
SICN.Corico

FOURIlEDROOM
~W.Cherry

503 W. Cherry
3OOE.Coliege
402W.College
5OOW. College n
710 W. College
9IT1'N.Coliege
809 W. College
301 Crestview Ln.
303 Creslviewln.
305 Creslvlew Ln.
506S. Dixon
607 W. Freeman
113S.Farrest
120 S. Forrest
511 S.Farrest
603 S. FarrHI
5OOS.Haya
5035. Hayes
5075. Hayes
SII S.Hayes
5135. HeYH
402 E. Hester
502E.H.sI" .
4:l6 E. Hesler
208 Hospital Dr n
212 Haspilal
6105. Logan
6125. Lagan
6145. logan
308 W. Monroe
413W.Monrae

529-1082
fiVE HDIIOOM
~S.Beyeridge

4095.8eYeridge
Sl2 S. 8everidge
513 S. Beveridge
1200 Corter
3OOE.Coliege
710W.College
305 Creslvi_ Ln.
906 S. Elizabeth
511 S.Farral
6125. logan
507W.Main
413W. Monroe
514 N. Oaklnod
617 N. Oakland
404 W. Walnut
SIX IIEDIIOOM
405 S. 8evllridge
512 S. BeverIdge
SI3 S.1Ieveridgoo
906 S. Elizabelh
507W.Main

SEVIN IEDI!09M

405 S. Beveridge
512 S. 8everidge
513 S. Beveridge
906 S. Elizabeth
507W.Main

~W.OakIl(west).

'2(_1)
402W.Oak lI.n
505W.Oak
S14N.0ak1and
617 N. Oakland
S19 5. Rawlings 11.16
509 S. Rawlings lI.n
1619W. Sycamore .
1710W. Sycamore
Tawer
404W.Waln'"
404 S. Umr\enity (North.

South)
1200 Corter
209 W. Cherry
309W.Cherrr
311 W. Cherry II

IL---______________- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -__________________________________
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Sunglasses

8iEili i ,i£"il

e:;!~t'E;.:~r:~;~~

By Jed Prest

Home and Residen"o'·No lob to
small. 0..,. 20 yrs . •xp. Free

~~:~-.. ~~:~'.24........

FIIEE·THE oRIGINAl. party onlmol.

1299E94

:!fJ~985~'eg. dog. Coli 536·

..

~
. •'.,' ..... ,. '.',. '.', '.',.',.'

HANDYMAN WITH P/ClCUPwlll <leon
~::::::::::r.~'P5~!;:st
s cut
2·11-87 ......•........ ' 0931E95
TYPING AND WORD Processlnp .
. PopenNOrlcs. 825 S illinois (behind
Plazo Records). Term papers,

STATE ,.,....

lOT SET FOil house 01' mobile he ....
5Ox150. 100 amp. box 101' _'ee. HOI

~"s.?~·i u'~~~""'.;;"'I:;c~ I :::;::t!r.~G::tr~,:by":r.

<011.529·2722.
2·15-88 ................ 1353E97

I

/ocIory. ol/""lIh, _
ond food.
CIo.. to park. low ""'... Asking

WltDWOOD MOBILE HOME Supply

$6.500. CaI/687.J5iJ7before2p.m.

::::-r:' !;;rv!:,;s ::b,t:mC!~ I\»<::>...:::><::><::><::><::><::>..0;
ONE
S

BEDROOM
utlllll

AT

910

100 ded

W
SI90

CAllBONDALE 2 8DIIMS. furnl.hed.

carpeled. cIeon. underpinned and

r£~;iumlsw _~'phone

I

FEMAlE ROOMMATE WANTED 3
bdrmhOUle.SI50mo CoIIS29·I779

2~ored. N~.~~~. 5~i5~8<;92 : ~fe

2.9.&8'
...
17658093
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT wllh

~.88

I

J08S1

·
$20.064

,'ortl

I

Prepare nowl C'-'''''·Ca"'ersl Call

.iiooMMATE . •~!S:~:~~ I ~6)~'':::!:';!, ~~~m

needs. Discounl prices. LGCOted 3
mil" south of moll on Giant City
Rood. Open 8-5 M·F and Sot. by
opp'.529·5331.
2'''-88 ................ 1609E95

~z

~~~W.r:.~AND SEWING

Wor""hop
1098C107
JOBS SI6.040·

Nonsmolcer. mobil. "'''''.. 12,,70 I 2·29·88 • .
VerynlceSIOOpermo ConloctGreg I GOVERNMENT

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE homes. 2
/ocotlons SI3().S250 per mo 529·

r,:,~91n,::"set.~~;'!~':':-:~:'

I POSTAL

In my
2·5·88 ................. " 16£91
lYNN'S HOME afAN/NG Service.

"

•.

..
JlOS8dOO' ;~1:~or457~~II9. ,_ f7998e91
::~~roo::;h~~~~l~::~'=' 1 i:Fe;::=:wa,;:"1•. ~;~~~~bl
~'-:
!,O:I~,:IsI:~ed:!~
Il'!R~:::;:;I~~!';:t.':s~~
~~R~J~pev:,~:.r:,?go~
~~IU.'
0I28WI I ~;::~EfN"FOR"Yi:iUri' b~2J~~~
._., ceo
eo
m
.,.2.18-88
. . 1I061lc100
lurnlshedroom 529.12/8 549.3930
BE ON TV Many needed lor com· I I
I
Sh

sludents Avoll feb 10.529·>331
~:~.8~ SUBlEASE I :110100.

I

lurn • • "tro nice "';'lk'O::;";'
ond.trlp.4S7·SS30.529OMar I 95
2·11-88..
.., ••.... 196280
:.:.·.·,· .·.·..".:. , ....:.

1

f

l

I

51.
1117Scl02
close to

FURNISHED.

28-8B

R~ri

:::r;';:~~j,t~~i/~~~~.;;rpel. ~l~E~ENT

2-5·88 ................ 16048<91
SUPER NICE SINGlE Of' dbl. 0<'

r.madellng. All lobs large and
small. Quality work. R"",onab/e.

2.17-88 ............... 16908e99
I FEMALE NEEDED. 2 bdrm. furn..

good." Call4S7.20S8.

.

=f=,::'::jW~75//1jnol.

2·11-88.

Coli 68+-4145.

1

mIn. /rom S/U. CoI/687·2116

~1 ................

0< 6/U1J218c92

~5-';'~·.~.~:~imibt7 ~,!.!~.=~S';'70S;!:~:
ENGlAND HEIGHTS HOMES. 2 bdnn

:1.
;:'U"'!;::~~
mo.
457.u20 457·7337oftw 5

Coli 529·3S8 I 0< 529-1B20.

.~. Fiji'truE' ;,;.;.:':!i~
_ _ Fum

0<

~:;"':" ..............

~

2

dbIe beds

:~:

=

,:~orUnfurnlshed. Hopets. 457·

ri'u. .............. 1I078b100
411D11M.MIlEA'JDocr-ter_'on
Pork from Wo~1. SIJ5 mo. all uIIl.

2.""

=

17188<;95
heot

CONceRNED' 'ABOUT' HIGH

:::.~. 529.,:,513.3 people - ' I

=.:'"
1I'!':!:~~35~ m":...":i.:
_...".,. trash pld< up S35 per

2·19-88 .•....... " ... 1603Bb101
3 BDIIM. NEW and ......_
hm. 3

monih

~ed 200 yards' w.ol 01

..........,., ;

::~:y~: 2251bs. Apply In penon 01

..

.

H:

-:.:. . . .,.:. .:. .:...,
·$I·O.OO·P;; t;.;.;,.. ~s:::'o~ WE WISH TO adopt a baby. W. ore a
:: home. Full II".. 0< port·tI".. ~. happily morrl.d. <hlldl ... ,
H,.,. . ,., . ,'.\ ~~o,:~ ::=~ ~~cmh,~ ~=/:;, ~~~~~~ Ihlrll...
LOCATED NEAR ~!,ve.. ~~•.~N,~~~·OO
~~;~!r,O;,,: .. PliAS£ .. HE:~I5~

Duple...

2 8EDROOM.

=

::~,~M. Portlolly lurnlshed. Ph.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. HIDEA ......

I

,.,-.'

Conf/denllo/• •xpens.. paid. Call

•

·siJMMfi"Wi.ci:i.:~:'~ !Jsi6~::t..:......... roI/ect.

fiSHERIES Earn S600 plus per - "
In _".,y. 18.000.SI2.000 plus for

2·15-88 ................ 151SF97
CHtUll.fSS COUPlE EAGEII to odopl

011 FEMAlE f«
='!;,.p/oymenl bool".'·send

more Inlormatlon "';O·coI/ed 217·
352·5003.

unrond"'onol 100 perc:ent money
bod< guoron~

coins• • terl/ng. bo. .bojl cords. cIo..

2-9:t':: ..............

~ci~1:G .COUPLE' \¥Niil~~

=:.: ":":'~:'N:'~ ..!:~
~~..::Ish~ w::!.:!:
I~'I'
MAtE

=

•
SIU. 'leld.,one _II•. wood
_try seiling on three acres wlih

1·312-790·

:',.,::;'fo:.:. :: .;r~~: :';,.

I

rings. "c. J and J CoIn.. 831 S.

~~'d!;:,,~~~J:~J':' ::...~. 549-6612 dora· 549.J002 ~:,;:u';!:'::~7."!':;: ;~:ESS w~ 5; b.l:.:ci: ~~~~ ~~~~'........ I086FI07
2.2f>..88 . ............. 16S28c106 5 p.m. 549·7152.
•
Coo'•. Appty In penon _
9 a.m.
CASH IN A RA.'iH at Trader's World.
= R t:troo.o:rceFo~~. 3~"::., ': :SHEDm! ~ 3t~';;;
~j~COiiNiRYi.MNG: 2~~~~:'
Newill. 13. Cart.....,IIe. Very
=ut~ shop. :lOS W.

2·5-88 ................ ""8b91

~Fum .. Insulcn.d. no pets.
2.24.&8: ............ IMIBbl04
BRAND NEW SPECTACULAR. 3
bedroom. 2
:conhe/l,~:;
457-8194. ~3973.
2·25-88 ..•........... 17I98blO6

I

r::v-w,=on:

=. :"e:!

m::::

storti"g 01 SI45. CorDondo~ MobIle ~=C;~!;;.55~~~:""' on

1133C93
:04
~ a;'i.'Id.:
_'ure:",'n the Notional GuorcI.
You moy quoilly for 0 S2000 bonus.

~S49..1000.

1793Sc'16 . 2·/7-88 ............... 17468199
FURNIsHED' '2" iOiM . Tl1AllERS.
~~ 3 ~. 5450. heot. - .
Reo,onabl•. A.k for Wallace. wo,.;t.e'd.'Q,II!5r.s..3',~ I.... 0<
~~=.s~rl office. 616 E, Pork. 2·12.., .•••.••.•••.... , _
2..&.811
16628<92
.

...

adopt Infant. Know of .ltuatlon
please coli collect: C:, 7) 423-8525.

~,o;.;,"WONmFili '~~~~

f.!u:C:2'~,;;e~': ~'~~

«>upM IIttObie 10 ho.. children 01
IheIr own. _hi _
10 adopl

perc:ent roIlege tuition. Coli 457-

r~~f~~ i!~~~ .rk,~,5.~~ 1:·::.::.::~i.E~E~=~:E~~'::]J1 t?~'7~~~~·:J~~I~ ~~~~

== :.:-:;.: :

~.9&:Mliving
'HOUSe:' ~. /.,~a;:: I~ 2 . •:. 0000' LOcATION. I
..-n. 0.".
kll·
utlIIIIe':"I::r ...... ~ 1 Wa'...·trvsh
Iorge

Iorge

chen. _pe"ng, OWII/. - . $405.

=~~u:-:\i~21~'!.:5';~:

3930.
2-8-88 ................ 17_b92

low
,.""..457.

;:~:. '~'''~=:''.

lb. _."

,

'.

1141-1

worm and dean. ' - bedroorM. all

~~ ~:,;:s~~:

lumls"-d No pets.
ffld<ory leo/ Pork • Carterville 985-

_Ildenl/o/. Coli
coiled 312..53-4915.

-'" .. ... .
.. . .....
FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Day Core .....

HOW TAKING AP1'/./CAT/ONS for

2831. f« ...... and _ .
2..-88 ......•.••...... 10638d92
STARTING AT SI55 mo. utll. fum.
Ma_. I""ndry focillty.
m/~ondrefr19·lnyour..-n.
IIondoI at Diederich 457-6721.
2·16-18 .....•......... J0928c/9B

_,den,

=:

The
Ladies
of

Alpha
Gamma
DCllta
invite you
to

Holeman

Spring
Formal
!
Panhellenic
:~~s'''wAiDR()8E' '~~ ~~I4-=-~ngd=
IIogeIW
Rush!
~,.olreody
R~I

1 f.,7.# .............. 15418197 r;:J:;;'~:,~J:il:':' 1~'-88....... ··""··".:
I'iw
: h l l~"fsiJ.E·YOOR·ci.irdi.'r:!:::.........
.......... ............
. you ore. Enroll your child now

=':~=,';:o't:. !f;'7;::k."~Ie~II~~

893-4345.
2..&.811 ...........•.... J6618b92
3 IIDIIM AND 4 bdrm fumlshed.
AYOI/obIe now. 684-3785 Of' 457·
5923.

k.'1t?[3n~MVjl·.iJ =:"/~/a':,r
C

lARGE. QUIET. NICE LOCATION.

~

I~~~~~~~~~

;;tffl::c;",~~. monlh. ~. ~:"'~! :a~::;. ~;lViri.·· iROKiN' .;:::.~

2·5-88 •............... 17358191
SHAlIP 2 IIDIIM. FURN. carpel. 0<.

li'

x~."i.II"1
.IJt'"
i,:\

Hopplly II'IO<rled chlldle.. coupl.,

~~ 82~'~rbondoa:: =t:~".;!:i'!""":'

2·9-88 ...........•.... 14368191
CAllBONDALE·NICE. 2 bdrm. Of>'

~
y~,

Ii {,''j . .... ····'1

/.:.:.:........::.:.".: .....

=:.''-t. -;..... dbi. 1.....1. 457: ~:f'=' ::::"'t:""siBr":::. r;;:.
2~
17208c92 3'"
oll.r
5
p.m.
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Kid '2
Welcome
to the
family

Love,
Jennifer
and
Shannon
-~
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r- r~ '1 Don't 81_ upl
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Thinking about

su.ull

Add 80me extra 8plce
for jUNllIl.OO. ChooMe
from a wide 1II~lcctJon

ofamUeart.

eoataetRiek
38-3311. eKt 217:
for more Informatio

invites all SIU
ladies to attend

Do you want to
have the experience
of your life?

Panhellenlc
Formal
Rush

453-2308

~K

!

Alpha
Epsilon
Phi
cordially
invite all
interested
ladies to

~

Feb. 2 2:30pm

~
"RUSH

IllinolsRm.

feb."37rJlTl
IIlinolsRm.

feb-:47pm
'liinoIsRm.

Sponsored
by
Panhellenic
Council

88"

Oak Rm. Gr1nneU

~

feb:-i07pm

Bc¢;t5tudert Certef
feb.158pm

Dining Rmll
Lentz Hall

Sigma
Sigma
Sigma

feb. 16 7pm
Westmore Rm.

Trueblood

forma' Rush,

F."...
F."...

.~

FebT7pm

I

Sat_relay
ary.th
anel
ary7th

We'll be
expecting
you!

feb. 8 2:30pm

f..
1.

To be held on

SPRING
RUSH

Become a Student
Life AdViser and
Start Nowl
Come to an
Interest
Meeting!

IIIlnolsRm.

The Sisters of

1988
SPRING
FORMAL
RUSH

women
strong,
and
growing
better
everyday
Come
see us
for

l11.ll() COld! addlUonallnd!

Sigma Kappa

For info call

2~0

86.00 first IDch

Come join
the fun at
"107 heaven!"

Sat Feb. 6th

are

Let them know with
A D.E. Smile Ad

~K

Sun. Feb. 7th

Panhellenic
Sororities

~

D.E. CLASSIFIEDS

,t's

Now that
your a Sigma,
Tell you what
)'OD'll be, you'll
be someone
Special,
Especially to
me ....•

Time

to
Celebrate

Saturday
February 6. 1988

Come see:
"Jammin Joiner"
"Rappin
Angie Pop"

Congratulations

Z'

o

There once
was a girl
from PA,
She married
and moved
8 hours
away ...
••·We'll
•

miss

(ofter we get

Sunday
February 7. 1988

Debbie McMahon
(Engaged)

Laura
Momea
and
Ii.i.m

Jenny Urquiza
(Engaged)
Cathy Kennedy
(Engaged)

~
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She~s

moving back
home,
hip horray!
<w£'tlmw
you,1-ud£

Gail Ann Onken
(Engaged)
Michelle Thompson
(Lavaliered)
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EUROPEAN
STUDENT
~~tion will meet at 8
tonight in the Student Center
Kaskaskia Room.
FRENCH CLUB'S French
Table will meet at 4:30 today
at the Italian Village, 405 S.
Washington.
STRATEGIC
GAMES
Society is hosting the Egyptian
Gaming Convention from 9
a.m. to midnight Saturday in
the
Student
Center
Renaissance Room.
AFRICAN STUDENTS'
Association will meet at 6 p.m.
Saturday in the Student Center
Troy and Corinth Rooms.

.-.'-t-

( I)
(/)

-•
tU

U

WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
wI!! meet at 7 p.m. Sunday in
the Rec Center, Room 158.
REPUBLIC OF Cbina
Student Association will
present "Black Skin and White
Teeth" a Chinese movie with
Eng~h subtitles, at 2 p.m.
Saturday in the Student Center
Video Lounge, 4th floor.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association's eublic relations
deparbnent will meet at 4:30
p.m. Sunday in the AMA office.
The sales deparbnent will
meet at 6 p.m. outside the
AMAoffice.
COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
offer "Introduction to MUSIC"
from 2 to 3:50 p.m. Monday in
Faner 1025A. To register, call
453-4361, ext. 260.

MICHAEL
MCKEE,
University of Missouri at
will lecture on "A
Toxicokinetic Approach to
Ecotoxicology" at 4 p.m,
Mooday in Life Science n,
Room 303.
Columb~,

MALAYSIAN STUDENTS
interested in bome country
employment with Genting
Berhad sbould submit their
resumes to Dr. Frank Klein,
University Placement Center.

•

Just for you!
~ the shock!)

( I)
(I)

She's been
here 3
years,

SI(3~

Jcmmin "PhiCrew"

~

CHI ALPHA Charismatic
Christian Fellowship will meet
at 7 tonight in Wham lOS.

EQUINE SCIENCE Club
will meet at 7 p.m Monday in
Agriculture 209.

S((3M.'

along with the
rest of the

Come see
the glamour,
share the
glory,
and feel
the glow.

~i;\ ;;. Bye. Judi!

~

0°

SI(3,~

"Grandmaster
Suz"

Features:
"Phi's on
Broadway"

Applications
available in the
Office of Student
Development.
3rd floor
Student
Center

.-.-U

We're all
sad to
tears.••

"lady Stephanie"
and

Panhellenic
Sororities
Welcome you
to Participate
in our

SIU

8OIIleone special?

looklnt...

• Keep in
i!'f:/ touch. ya
~
hear!
.~

.-.-

'-t-

( I)
CI)

-

tU

U

SINGAPORE AND other
Asian students with outstanding academic grades
wishing to work in Singa~
with Government Service
should submit their resumes to
Dr. Frank Klein, University·
Placement Center.
WESLEY FOUNDATION,
816 S. Illinois Ave., will bold
Logos Coffeehouse at 8 tonight.
For details, call 45HU65.
UNDF.JtGR,\DUATE STUOrganization JS looking
for students to serve on
Election .CommissiollS. For
details, call 536-338l.

DE~JT

BRIEFS POLICY - The
deadJioe for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
publicatiOil. The briefs must be
typewritten and must include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the event and the name and
telephone number of the
person submitting the item.
Items should be delivered or
mailed to the Daily Egyptian
newsroom, Communications
Building Room 1247. A brief
will be published once and only
as space allows.

Indiana OKs amended draft bil.l
required students who
received state financial aid to
repay the money as a loon if
they failed to sign up for the
draft as required by federal
law.
"If the state chooses to
mONtor, they should monitor
everybody," said Katie
Watson of the Indiana
university
Students
Association. "Under the bill,
we would only be monitoring
those stu:ients who go to postsecondary institutions and
receive financial aid.
"You have the duty to not
single out one segment of the
population," she told committee members. "This is
really not the way the state
government should approach
this problem if they want to
approach it."
Watson estimated the
original bill would have only
affected 340 students ~ t ill in
discriminato .
The
bill would have Bloomington. Those students
INDIANAP01~IS

,i
j

i

I!
I

(UPI) - A

bill that would have required
college students to sign up for
the draft before receiving
financial aid was stripped of
most of its content Thursday
before receiving the approval
of a legislative committee.
The bill, as amended
Thursday, calls for Indiana to
ad0p.t a state policy that all
eligible males, 18 years of age
or older, should register under
the Military Selective Service
Act.
The measure provides no
penalties for not signing up for
the draft.
The House Education
Committee agreed to take out
language in the bill requiring
college students to sign up for
the draft before receiving
financial aid after several
lawmakers and a college
student said it was

o:::r

Scratch 'n' sniffs lead to good
NEW YORK (UP!) Scratch 'n' sniff stickers,
featuring Mickey Mouse and
other Disney characters p~us
tempting aromas, are leading
kids - by the nose - to
nutritious meals in more than
10,000 schools nationwide.
The scents range from
banana and strawberry to
apple, roottoP.ef, orange,
waffles, pancakes, hamburger
and such.
In New York City schools

alone, 30,000 more kids a day
fell in line for school breakfasts as a result of the mouthwatering scents in stickers
promoting school meals last
November and December.
That pushed average daily
attendance for the breakfasts
to 143,000 - around 14 percent
of nearly 1 million k!ds ill New
York C~ty schools. Unck Sam
subsidizes the meals for kids
from low income or poverty
row families.

Educational help
offered to minorities

wuwu have been requU"eO to
present evidence they had
signed up for the draft if they
wanted to receive financial
aid.
The sponsor of the bill, Sen.
Virginia Blankenbaker, RIndianapolis, said the measure
is "good public policy." She
said students receiving state
funds to go to college should be
responsible by signing up for
the draft.
Officials estimate about 20
percent of eligible males in
Indiana do not sign up for the
draft at the age of 18.
"People feel that with
monetary funds should come
responsibility," Blankenbaker
told the committee.
Rep. Stan Jones, D-West
Lafayette, said he did not see
the purpose of the bill because
no evidence had been
presented that a college
student received a state
scholarship
without
registering for the draft.

NEW YORK <UPIl From the sandbox to
graduate schools, extra
educational help is needed
by blacks, MexicanAmericans and other
minorities, officials said
Thursday in launching a
$1.2 million "Quality
Education for Minorities"
pro!cCt.
Other minorities to
benefit from QEM would be
American Indian, Alaskan
Native and Puerto Ricans,
from grade school kids to
coll~e youths.
The ventur between the
philanth::-opic Carnegie
Corp. of New York and the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge,
Mass., aims to reverse
shrinking access by
minorities to quality
education, Shirley McBay,
project director, said.
"Our mission is to increase the flow of minority
students through the
education pipeline from preschool to post-graduate
levels, and to improve the
qu~lity of the education they

mea~s

Thl! scenarios vary across
the country but here's the

~~teS~ti~e~e n~~:~

education program:

Posters starring D0f19Id
Duck, Minnie and Mickey,
Goofy and others from the
Disney bunch invite kids to
join a school meal club. When
they do, they tire given scratch
'n' smell med club collector's
book.

DAILY SPECIALS
Includes Fries &.Med. Drink

MON.

$2.75

F~

$2.80
·2.80
·3.25
$2.80

Italian Sausage
T1ntB. Hammburger
WED. P'!,lish Sausage
THURS. Itanaa Beef
Brat~st

621 S. DHnois AYe.
CALL FOR
TheCompleteSandwichShop! 549-1013. DELIVERY 529-5020

receive, MIT's dean of
affairs said.
We want to build upon
what works, and to help
others duplicate those
successes." ,
A priority will be to steer
millority youths into math,
science and engineering
professions critical to the
nations future and ones in
which minority involvement
is poor, she said.
Ray Marshall, former
U.S. secretary of labor and
chairman of the project's
Action Council for Minority
Education, said QEM is
"the most important ad
venture in minority
education.
From this beginning will
come a plan of action to
alleviate the shocking lack
of educational opportunities
available to minorities," ,
he said.
"By the year 2000,
minorities will constitute
about :i4 percent of our
population, in contrast to
just 17 percent in 1985.
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Dance to great sounds
of the or;g;"a' artists
No Cover
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Drafts
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Noon.8pm

BIRDS
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121 Malibu Rum
121 Corona Beer
111 Washington 529-3808
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Students Come Try The
SUl\II)AY NIGHT
BUFFET
All you can eat-5-10pm
-Salad Bar
-Soup
-Spaghetti
- Mostaccioli
-Toasted Ravioli -Pasta Con Broccoli
-P~za
-Lmgrunewiili
- Rolls
Clam Sauce

84.95
Located in the

a~~
East Main Carbondale

529-1100
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Today's
Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Tranquil
5 HOfHS
10 Ancien;
church desk
14 To shelter
15 Idolize
16 Weaving
.rame
17 Laugh
18 Tire type
19 Whimper
20 Gunther's " Asls"
22 Wise - owl
240llsprlng
25 - Mldler
28
28
30
32
36
40
42

43
45
46
47
49
52
57
59
60

Puzzle answers
are on Page 7
town
671nltlste
70 Bellel
71 Gaelic

Player
Emerald Hoods' guns
Scratch out
"The (O'Connor
novell
Adjure
Tarrorisl's
captiva
"Caplalns Arch
Minor prophel
Time perloda
Mllwaukll6
team

DOWN
S.A. Indian
Unique
Slightest
Dese:-.-;
5 Concem
6 Plndaric work
7 Discovers
1
2
3
4

..

61
63
65
66

US patriot
Chum
Puts on
Fireman's
need
Iniquity
Fiber planl
Bes!des
Gambling

I

~

3

It

14

8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
28
27
29

RUbbl5h
Flower part
Mountain
Christie work
Machete
Portant
Agnus Wine drink
Having wings
Paslrills
Dross al a
metal
31 Epic narrative
32 - room

I',. ·'

17

11
21

35

!CO

11
141

j43

~ ~

Ii'
tee
lei

Ox
Tripping
Blunder
Hoodlums
Stockings
Biddy

41 Lessened
44 Regatta
memter
48 Health resort
50 Poore..
51 Relaled
matemally

(ElleryWeeltend,/
UDllmlted Mone.- $9.95
(IdaIitliatadme,

VCRfor":'"~ltead-$7.50

NO
Membership
fee!!!

" - Goriot"
Siale
Lalvlan
Old Clint
ganle
64 Rage
12

27

38

37

1142

13

II 52

45

53

64

55

51

1/:50
~
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au.::::::=:.::::..-;.

AUMorie.-$2.00
Reat3for-$S.OO
Reat" for- $8.00
VCR Reatal per

nEEmI

d.,.

~a_rel"'_:

~

V

!$r:.::

CRR tal -$3.95 IE
ca

fiEi'i;;;~FR:;;E;;;;;~~i---i!

: ffi

:

Bring this coupon to any Crazy Video
location and receive one FREE 24 hour

;:
::::

To apply for a refund. a student must
p ....nt his/her Insurance policy Itooklet
or the schedule of benefits along with the
Insurance wallet I.D. l.:ard to the Student
H_lth Program, Insurance OHIce, Kesnar
Hall. Room 111. AU .tudents, Including
those who ...... applied for a Cancellation
Waiver and whose .... are ftCIIt yet paid.
must apply for the refund, Itefore the
deadline. Students 17 and under na.d a
parent's ..,_tu....

fC8

50 iiI

~TDeo..Wed.1
(Every Weele}
VCRReataal"morie<.l.

FRIDAY, FEB. 5, 1988
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a

44

EVERYDAY RATES:

Deadline To Apply For
'Student Medical
Benefit Fee Refund

I'IEB
3' iii

3i

SPECIAL'

Hours: Mon-Thurs: lOAM-9PM Iffi
Movie Rental.'
;:
Fri & Sat: 10AM-1OPM
:
Umit ona ad par household. Expires 4-HIII
::::
Sundoy: 12PM-9PM
:~!"'_,!!~_~R!~_,!!"'E_!R__ -"!! ______~"'E_!,!!,~_~~E

57
58
60
62

It

FREE DAY

(.lfe..
I:J::1:1:1:1:1:13[%:II:I:1 I a;
a:

UDllmlted Mone. VCR
-$18.95

,8

11m3/!

iU

(PrLJII_- ....... OPIII

23 . 2 4

26

~ 511

WEEKEND SPECIAL

'8

28
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Eagle outing
at local lake
scheduled
The Southern Illinois
Audubon Society will have its
Annual Eagle Outing at
Horseshoe Lake Conservation
Area in Alexander County. The
state-owned conservation area
is the winter bome of bald
eagles, waterfowl and occasionally, golden eagles.
Those who want to participate should meet at the
Murdale Shopping Center at 8
a.m. Saturday to form car
pools. The outing is free and
will return to Carbondale in
mid-aftemoon. Call Vicki Lang
at 549-8390 for more details.

Hebrew talks
set at Center
Rabbi Leonard S. Zoll of the
Menorah Institute in Carbondale will teach a seminar
on "Reading the Hebrew
Scriptures in Hebrew" 7: 30 W 9
p.m. Thursdays beginning
Feb. 18 until April 28 at t.be
Newman Center, 715 S.

Cantonese • Szechwan • Hunan
Pleasant Dining Atmosphere
Exotic Tropical Drinks
Dinner
Banquets
Carry-Outs
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Washington.

No prior knowledge of
Hebrew is required. Two
college credits also are
available from Loyola
University in Chicago.
Tuition is $100 ($50 for
students and senior citizens).
Books for the course are $20.
To register, call Rabbi Zoll at
549-313l.
Page ?A, Daily Egyptian, February 5,1988

Mon ••Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Weltmore Plaza
Marlon,lL
Next to Wal.Mart

NBA's 'All-Star Saturday' as good as game
CHICAGO (uPD - The
NBA's version of a three-ring
circus comes to Chkago
Staaium Saturday on the eve of
the league's 38th All-Star
game.
The Chicago Stadium, which
has been bost to more than its
share of circuses in the past,
will be bost to the "Legend.'i
Classic" "Slam Dunk
Championship" and "Long
Distan~ ShO'>tout" Saturday.
The NBA bills it as "All-Star
Saturday" but the events' rise
in popularity the past three
years has put it nearly on a
plain with the All-Star
showcase the following day.
The "Slam Dunk" competition bas drawn the most
notoriety and share of instant

I· re~~l:lthr~;:~~the=~~~i
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Jordan of the Chicago Bulls
will defend the title he won last
year at Seattle against two
former champions, Atlanta's
5-foot-7 Spud Webb and his 6foot-7 teammate, Dominique
Wilkins.

"I'm looking forward to
defending my title," Jordan,
who will star for the East in
Sunday's All-Star game, said.
"There's not much to say
about dunking. It's really a
creative thing with me. Last

Angeles Lakers, and Trent
Tucker of the New York
Knicks.
The Old-Timers' Game will
kick off the activities at 2 p.m.
EST with current Bulls' coach
Doug Collins and WTBS color
can. menta tor Rick Barry
leading the West. The E2st will
be i\'d by a trio of former Celtic
greats - John Havlicek, Tom
Sanders and Dave Cowens.
Former Celtic great Bob
Cousy will coach the East.
"We'll have a pretty good
team," West coach and Bulls
color commentator Johnny
Kerr said. "Especially our
backcourt. But Collins is going
to be a headache all night. I got
to figure out a way to get him
some hoops so he won't be
hollering at me."
Collins, at 36, is the youngest
competitor on the squads.
"It will give my players a
chance to see how it's done or
whether to boo me," Collins
said.

It's no sweat for Abdul-Jabbar
By Mike Barnes
UPI Sports Writer

CHICAGO - Appearing in the most
glamorous of all NBA exhibition games is
really no big dea: to Kareem Abdul.Jabbar.
After all, he plays in what amounts to 82
exhibitions during the regular season as his
team parades to the playoffs.
Coach Pat Riley realizes as early as
summer that the Los Angeles Lakers need a
fresh Abdul.Jabbar for the playoffs. The only
thing worse than having a 40-year-old center
during the postseason is having one that's
winded.
So Riley takes it easy on The Captain
during the regular season. He's sure to do the
same when he guides Abdul.Jabbar and the
rest of the West during Sunday's 38th annual
All-Star Game at Chicago Stadium.
"The great part about Kareem is he's a
year, the one dunk I practiced
\In beforehand turned out to be
the very dunk I missed. "
But with Wilkins also in the
competition - he was hurt one
year ago - the competition
sha-Jld soar to new heights.
Others in the competition
include San Antonio's Greg
Andb.""Son, the only rookie in
the eight player field,; Clyde

:?d~r.Je~':;';t ~~:~~.~~.;:~

so sware of what he means to the team. He
~
=~:, so he and Riley pick and

l:!

Abdul Jabbar, who is signed through the
1988-89 season, 'gets even more bench time
since his record 7ff1 regular-season game
streak of double-figure scoring came to a balt
Dec. 4 at Milwaukee.
With no worry about perpetuating the
string, Abdul-Jabbar has scored fewer than
10 points in a game six times. But does this
sudden lack of production bother him?
Nab.
"Kareem's loving this," Riley said. "He
doesn't have to carry the team all the time.
The early offense is off his shoulders. And
when the game's on the line, there isn't any
slide in his game at all."

Drexler of Portland; Ron
Harper of Cleveland; Jerome
Kersey of Portland, and Otis
Smith of Golden State. First
place is worth $12,500.
While Jordan is defending
his title, another superstar will
be back to gun for a second
straight three-point title.
Boston's Larry Bird, who will
start alongside Jordan Sun-

day, will vie for prize money of
up to $12,500.
Bird won the title last year in
a dazzling display of longrange shooting. Others in the
field include Bird's Celtic
teammate Danny Ainge; Dale
Ellis of Seattle; Craig Hodges
of Milwaukee; Mark Price of
Cleveland; DeUef Schrempf of
Dallas; Byron Scott of the Los

The rest of the West squad
includes centers Nate Thurmond and Zelmo Beaty;
guards Gail Goodrich; Jerry
Sloan, also a former Bulls'
coach; Norm Van Lier, and
forwards Tom Hawkins,
Bailey Howell and Dolph
Schayes.

REPS, from Page 2 8 - league says the draft, right of
fIrSt refusal and salary cap
must be part of negotiations.
The union says they must not.
Grantham said the players
will be asked today to consider
at least three options, including setting a timetable for
a strike that few from either
side want.
"One (option) is setting a

~~nJ:"m~a1d~~~~:.otfrrf:t:

at the meeting will most likely
be brought to the players by
their representatives for a full
vote after the All-Star break.
"I assume that there will be
some agreement on what
procedures. we will take,"
Grantham said. "I think our
position will be to get back to
the players and review the
various options and go from
there."
The owners are scheduled to
meet Saturday morning and
league vice-president Russell'
Granik, said the stalled
negotiations are on the

continue with the lawsuit and
the other is de-certification of
the union."
If the union were to decertify and DO longer act as the agenda.
"I expect it to be an openbargaining agent for the
players, the athletes would be ended discussion as the owners
left to negotiate separately have not gotten together in the
with teams. In addition, last two or three months," said
Grantham claims, de- Granill:.
Granik, who is heading the
certification would remove the
league's antitrust exemption, management side of the
making the draft, right of first negotiations, said he expects to
meet only with the owners
refusal and salary cap illegal.
"The reasoning is that if the during the All-Star break.
"They (the union) have an
league bas a labor exemption
(from antitrust laws) because open invitation, but they are
the owners and players have a not prepared to talk with us,"
collective
bargaining he said.
agreement then the union will
de-certify to remove the
restrictions of salary cap,
r'.gbt of first refusal and draft
and have players negotiate
individually," Grantbamsaid.
Whatever decions are cade
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anO help SlU< bring Larry '"Bud" Melman to our

compuo III

To Sign up stop by the SPC Office on the 3rd floor Student Center
for more Info call 536-3393
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Players see Pro Bowl Starli ng out to step over Ozaki
as serious, but simple
HONOLULU (UPl) - JI.I"FL
All-Stars catch the waves at
the beach as often as they do
scrimmage passes during the
days before the Pro Bowl.
"It's nice to look forward to
this every year, but, of course,
it's not that easy to get here,"
San Francisco quarterback
Joe Montana said of Sunday's
all-star game at Aloha
Stadium. "It's nice when it's
over because then it's (the
season) all over.
"It's a vacation for the
family. Mine has constantly
been at the beach. I'm going to
hit the beach a lot myself. I
just want t{) get on one of those
long surfboards, the only one I
can stand on."
The contrast between Super
Bowl week and Pro Bowl week
is as great as Montana's
preferred board. There is no
talk of workout spying as there
was in San Diego during Super
Bowl week, and the idea of

changing jerseys is silly
because those present are
familiar to all.
Still, Montana, who will start
for the NFC, said the game is
more than an exhibition.
"You have to take it
seriously," he said, "because
there are so many great
players running around
banging into each other. "
The last time Montana was
on the field during a game, the
4gers were being knocked out
of the playoffs by the Minnesota Vikings. There has
since been speculation that
Montana, wr.o was replaced
during that contest by Steve
Young, has lost his No.1 spot
with San Francisco.
"I'm not worried about it,"
he told reporters at Picture
Day. "That's for you guys to
worry about."
The NFC has won 10 of the 17
games between the NFL
confences.

ATLAl'iTIC CITY, N.J. (UP!) - Marlon
Starling admits his first World Boxing
Association welterweight title defense
against Fujio Ozaki tonight is merely a
stepping Etone to a rematch against Mark
Breland.
Starling will make the first defense of the
championship he won from Breland to
highlight a pay-per-view triple-header at
Convention Hall. Breland meets Juan Alonso
Villa, and Starling and Breland expect to
fight a rematch in April if they bolli win.
The third bout matches former three-time
cham!lion Roberto Duran against Continental Americas middleweight champion
Ricky Stackhouse in a 12-rounder.
StarEng said, despite watching films of
Ozaki, he knows little about the challenger.
"What do I know about him? He's
Japanese, how about that?" Starling said.'
"He has a fair jab, a decent right hand and
he's going to get beat.
"He said he wants to come back to the
United States to fight Mark Breland and I
told him he t.as a one-way ticket when he
leaves. I'm the best welterweight on this
planet. I hate to look past Ozaki, but I'm
going to prove I'm the best against Breland
again."

"/'m the best welterweight on
this planet. I hate to look past
Ozaki, but I'm going to prove I'm
the best against (Mark) Breland
again."
-Marlon Starling

Neither man was satisfied with Starling's
stunning 11th-round knockout over Breland
Aug. 22 that dethroned th~ 1984 Olympic
champion in his first title defense.
"Breland fought the best fight of his life. I
fought my worst and I still knocked him out,"
Starling said.
Breland, despite falling or being pushed to
the canvas eight times in the first 10 rounds,
led Starling on all judges' cards entering. the
11th roond. Starling dropped Breland with a
left hook and finished him off with a flurry
that Breland took standing up.
"There were a lot of nasty things said after
the fight (by Starling)," Breland said. "I
really do dislike Marlon. I just want to fight
him again."
.

Mantle: Willie Mays was better
NEW YORK <uP!) Mickey Mantle settled an old
sports argument Thursday.
Standing in his new bar and
restaurant, the famed Yankee
switch-hitter grinned at a
question that used to rill
hundreds of watering holes Who was better, Mantle or
M;tys?
"At times, I was," Mantle
said. "But you gotta' look at
the bottom line, when it's all
over with. And I'm not even
close. Willie played 24 (actually 22) years, agnost injury
free, he hit more than 600 home
runs, he was a great
baserunner, great outfielder,
bad a good arm. If you just put
both our records down, there's
DO comparison. "
Poor Mickey. He played only
JJI years, hit only 536 homers.
He only won three MVP
Awards, in 1956, '57 and '62.
It's a wonder he can even walk
the streets without embarrassment, much less open a
restaurant across the street
.from Central Park, complete
with waiters and waitresses

Ripken Sr.
arrested on
OWl charges

wearing his old number 7.
Mays, on the other hand,
played in 2,992 games, with 660
homers and a .302 lifetime
average, four points higher
than Mantle. Those were the
days, when both played center
field in New York, hitting
homers and running down flies
in huge outfields. Let's not
forget a third chap, a man by
the name of Edwin Snider, also
known as Duke, who played
center for the Brooklyn
Dodgers.
In those days, you could
argue who was best, Mays,
Mantle or Snider. But there's

same story.
"Some of them have tean. in
their eyes. You shake banas.
Somebody said one time,
'Don't you get tired of that?' I
said, 'How the hell can you· get
tired of that?' I haven't played
since 1968. I can be walking
down the street and somebody
will say, 'Hi Mick, bow ya'
doing?' It makes me feel
great."
Mantle reached the majors
in 1951 and played in 12 World
Series, setting Series records
for bomers, runs, RBI, walks
and strikeouts.
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Twenty years after his
retirement, Mantle sees long
lines a t autograph sessions.
"You should come up and sit
where I'm at, and listen to
some," Mantle said. "You'll
look up and there'll be a farmer. He'll say, 'You give me
inspiration.' The next guy will
come up and have a suit and tie
on and he's the president of a
corporation and he'll have the

,

CARNEY, Md. (UP!) Baltimore Orioles Manager
Cal Ripken Sr. was arrested
Thursday on drwiken driving
charges.
A police spokesman said
Ripken's car was stopped after
police radar clocked his car
going 44 mph in a 30 mph speed
zone. Ripken was taken to
Central Traffic station in
Towson, Md., where he failed a
Breathalyzer test.
Police spokesman Brian
Uppercue said the test was
ordered after an officer
noticed Ripken "was baving
trouble standing and was
leaning on the car for supP.9rt."

"ltipken's blood-alcohol level

registl!red 0.22 percent, police

said. Under Maryland law, a
minimum of 0.13 percent is
considered legally intoxicated.
The police spokesman said
Ripken failed a field sobriety
test.
Ripken, who was charged
with driving while intoxicated,
s~ and following too
close to another vehicle, was
released on his own
recognizance. A trial date has
not been scheduled.
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Swim team to defend title
at Gateway Championship
By Steven Welsh
Staff Writer

J

JJ

II

The women's swim team is not favored to
win this weekend in Macomb as it defends its
Gateway title.
"Illinois State has to be considered the
favorite," assistant coach Rick Walker said.
"They have a strong team and have already'
beaten us once this year."
The sixth annual Gateway Conference
Championship will be beld today through
Sunday at host Western Illinois University's
Brophy Hall pooL Illinois Slate, Eastern Illinois
and Northern Iowa also will compete.
SIU-C, Gateway champs four of the last five
years, captured the title in impressive fashion
last year, winning all 18 swimming events and
setting eight Championship records.

"It's a hard meet to judge," Walker said.
''Some of the girls are tired and s.xne feel
pretty strong. '(e're really not sure what to
expecl"
The team bas been training rigorously to
prepare for the NCAA and regional championships.
However, Walker said the team should get an
emotional boost because it is defending its
championship. Seniors Karen Mcintyre, Suel1a
Miller, Lori Rea and Iris von Jooanne also will
be defending individual championships.
"The girls have a realistie view of the meet,"
Walker said. "They'd like to win another
championship, but they realize that if they
don't, it won't be the end of the season for them.
"We're just going to go out and have fun and
swim as best as we can," he said.

Gymnastics team back in swing
By Stephanie Wood
Staff Writer

I
Marcus Mulholland

Compound, buff and wax, carpet,
seat shampoo and steam engine

The men's gymnastics team
will take a healthy squad into
competition at Western
Michigan Saturday and
Northern Illinois Sunday in its
first action in two weeks.
"We're probably as healthy
as we've been since the
beginning of the season,"
Coach Bill Meade said.
Sophomore
Marcus
Mulholland has recovered
from an ankle injury and will
return 00 the lineup as an allaround
competitor.
Mulholland did not compete in
the floor exercise and vault
while injured.
In Saturday's meet, the
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Salukis will face Western
Michigan and Michigan Slate
in separate :lual meets in
Kalamazoo, Mich. MSU
defeated SIU-C in the Windy
Cit)' Invitational Jan. 16 while
Western Michigan finished
last.
"Since we haven't been
above 262.30, we will have our
work cut out for us," Meade
said.
The team will face Northern
Illinois in Dekalb on Sunday.
NIU finished fifth in the Windy
City with 271.55.
"To win the meet, Northern
would have to help us," Meade
said.
Meade said his goal for the
weekend is a team score of 2E1.

Men's tennis team wanders to Indiana
By Jeff Grieser
Staff Writer

The-men's te..mis team is going back to Indiana this weekend, this time to Bloomington
where it will compete against three teams.
The Salukis will td:e on the Miami cot Ohio)
R.edskins Saturday morniPg, and then will
battle the indiana Hoosiers that afternoon. On
Sunday, the Salukis will face the Vanderbilt
Commodores of the Southeastern Conference.
Last weekend the Saluki..; played in South
Bend, Ind., whtn the team beat Northern
Illinois and lost to Notre Dame.
Coach Dick LeFevre said he was ir.pressed

with his team's play in the season opener, but
said the road ahead will be a tough one.

"Ih Dot gOing to-get any easier;;' LeFevre
said. "Indiana and Vanderbilt beat us last year
and they've both improved."
The Salukis will be trying to reverse the trend
of a year ago, when they lost to Miami (of Ohio),

5-4. to Vanderbilt, 6-3, and again to the Hoosiers,

7-2.
The lineup will remain virtually the same,
with a possible exception at the No.2 spot.

"We're alternating (Mickey) Maule and
(Fabiano) Ramos at the Nos. 2 and 3 positions,"
LeFevre said.

--~riday

& Saturday

Special
Prime Rib & Snow Crab Legs
Includes Potato and Salad'Bar
Only $8.85
Our dinner menu also available which
includes a large selection of Steaks, Seafood,
Cantonese and Thai Cuisine.
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Best of the Fest
Video

Stu. Ctr.
Video Lounge

$1.00

Best of the fest
Film

Stu. Ctr.
Auditorium
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Jan Krawitt

SaturdmL
3pm
7pm

Competition Animation
Show
Guest Filmmaker

Deborah Shaffer
Sunday'
3pm

...... i"'l5o'!
206 S. Wall

457-4510

GRADUATE SCHOOL NOTICE

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS

IFriday, February 5th I
.-is the last day to
withdraw from class
and still receive a
refund or to change a
class registration from
audit to credit or
credit to audit.
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Sports
Women defeat Northern Iowa in 01
By Trov Taylor
Staff Writer

Salukis' guard Tonda Seals, who led
all scorers with 17 points, nailed a 17foot jump shot at 22 secollds to give
the women's basketball team a 60-58
overtime win over Northern Iowa in
Cedar Falls Thursday night.
Northern Iowa, last in the Gateway
Conference, almost forced SIU-C from
its perch in first by playing a solid
zone defensE:.
"We're lucky to escape with a win,"
COdch Cindy Scott said. "This is a
bard place to play. We'll take the

win."
The Salukis, 14~ overall and 10-2 in
the conference, take on Drake at 2

~~~tu~~;ler~ Pll~orso~:,oP~~~
with a 67-66 upset. Indiana State
tied for first with a 73-65
win over Wichita State. Northern
Iowa dropped to 5-14, 1-11.
"Our players played hard, but our
post players didn't get the job done,"
Scott said. "Northern Iowa shot exceptionally well in the second half."
r'....nained

fr:r!!~:rnel~o;-;;ath:~~o;~k~~chll!
the Salukis struggled at 32.4 percent.

Deanna Sanders had 12 points and
seven assists while Mary Berghuis
added 10 points and seven rebounds
for the Salukis. Kris Huffman led
Northern Iowa with 17 points and
Diane Hoberts had 16.
With 12 seconds left in regulation,
Sanders scored from the left corner to
tie at 51.
Northern Iowa's Roberts, who had
three three-point goals in the second
half, missed a last-second threepointer to send the game into overtime.
In the overtime, Sanders had a
three-point goal at 2: 17 that put the

Salukis ahead 56-53.
At 42 seconds Roberts tied the score
at 58 with a three-point goal. It was
the lOth time the score was tied.
Following Seals' game-winner,
Northern Iowa'~ Loretha Mosley
threw the ball away at eight seconds.
In tbG first half, Northern Iowa led
by as much as five points and had a
13-12 lead at 11:30.
Berghuis' layup at 3:50 remaining
in the first half put the Salukis up 21·
20, th<:!ir first lead since the 2~ ad·
vantage at the start.
The Salukis mounted a 12·5 run to
lead 29-25 at halftime.

Men's,women's track teams
enter Indiana Invitational
By Stephanie Wood
StaffWriler

The men's track team,
coming off outstanding performances last weekend at
Missouri and Eastern Illinois,
will combine with an injuryplagued women's team today
and Saturday at the Indiana
Invitational in Bloomingtoll,
Ind.
The meet, which is not
scored, will feature Big Ten
powers Indiana and Purdue, as
well as Mississippi and
Murray State.
Men's coach Bill Cornell said
he is looking for continued
improvement after last week's
performance.
"About 30 percent of the
people are not pulling their
weight and they know who they
are," he said.
All-American Andy Pettigrew, who has been suffering
from mononucleosis, is getting
a little better every week, but
is not ready to qualify for
nationals, Cornen said.
Senior Bret Garrett will

~~~~~~: ~~t'lttl!~~~~~
of the rul.. ers at Indiana,
Cornell said.
All-American Ron Harrer
will compete at Eastern
Illinois again this weekend and
try to qualify for the national

BNt Garrett

Ron Harrer

indoor championships in the
DeNoon said he hopes injured freshman Michelle
35-pound weight.
"We want Ron Harrer to Sciano will return to the lineup
have every opportunity in the to add strength to the 3,200world t.o qualify, " Cornell said. meter relay team. Sciano is
The women will take a suffering from a muscle
partial team into the com- strain.
petition, with Angie NUnD and
Key performances are exRosanne Vincent still out
pected from Vivian Sinou and
because of Uljuries.
Lisa Judiscak in the 3,000"I don't think Nunn will meter run and Dora Kyriacou
return this indoor season, " in the 400-meter run.
"We're not running toward a
women's coach Don DeNoon
said. Nunn probably will team score but for individual
redshirt the indoor season and victories or placing in certain
events," DeNoon said.
retain a year of eligibility.

Herrin: Tulsa is ready to explode
By Dave Miller

Out of Bonds
Bridge" Bonds takes a jump shot during the Jan. 28
game against Western Illinois.

NBA Players Association
reps to consider strike date
festivities culminate with the
CHICAGO
WPI>
Representatives of the NBA All-Star Game Sunday.
The collective bargaining
Players Association will meet
today and consider setting a agreement expired at the end
last season and the union
of
strike date to revive stalled
negotiations with management has said it wants to remove the
draft, right of first
college
on a new collective bargaining
refusal and the salary cap
.
agreement.
Among topics of discussion from any future agreement.
between union officials and The NBP A went so far as to file
player representatives from a suit in federal court in New
the 23 NBA teams is the lack of Jersy claiming the three items
progress in the talks, said violated antitrust legislation.
That suit could take years to
union vice-president Charles
Grantham. The two sides have settle and in the meantime
not met since the union filed an both sides are entrf'nched in
antitrust lawsuit last their positions, making
November and have no plans another sports strike an
to meet despite both being in unhappy possibility. The
Chicago for the All-Star
weekend. The meetings and See REPS, Page 25
Page 28, Daily Egyptian, February 5, 1988

Staff Writer

The Salukis will try to run in and out of
Oklahoma without lighting a fire under the
defending Missouri Valley champs at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.
"Tulsa is like a keg of dynamite rt'.ady to
explode," Coach Rich Herrin said. "They're a
very deep basketball team. They play about
nine players. The big thing is they have good
talent but they haven't put it together. I'm
Tulsa, before Thursday night's game
against Creighton, was 5-13 overall and 1-4 in
the Valley. Picked to finish fourth in the
coaches preseason pon, the Hurricanes are in
seventh place. Tulsa is in danger of not being
invited to college basketball's prom, the
NCAA tournament, for the first time in four
years.
The highlight for J.D. Barnett's club bas been
senior guard Tracey M«?Ore. Ile is sr Jring. 20 0
points per game and trails only Steve Hams on
Tulsa's career scoring list with 1,587 points.
Harris, who played from 1981 to 1985, has 2,272
points.
"We have to stop Tracey Moore but the guy
who hurts us is (forward-center Dc.nald)
Royster," Herrin said. "He's the guy who beat
us last year in the Valley tournament."
In the second round of last year's MVC
tournament, the Hurricanes beat the Salukis,
61-56. Moore scored 16 and Royster had 15.
Before Tulsa's 72-57 loss to Brigham Young on

"They're a deep basketball team.
... The big thing is they have good
talent but they haven't put it
together. I'm concerned about
them. ..
-Coach Rich Herrin
Tuesday, Royster averaged 7.8 ppg and ~.6
rebounds per game. Center Ray Winguard, who
was in the Army for three years, averaged 8.8
ppg and 7.4 rpg.
Guard Rod Parker (6.3 ppg, 2.1 rpg), Jamal
West (4.2 ppg, 1.7 rpg) and Brian Loyd (3.8 ppg,
2.2 rpg), forwards Wade Jenkins (6.4 ppg, 5.1
rpg), Jeff Sadowski (4.6 ppg, 3.4 rpg) and
Michael Scott (3.6 ppg, 3.2 rpg) all have Started
throughout the season.
Tulsa leads the Valley in defense, holding
their opponents to 63.2 points in conference
contests. By contrast, the Salukis top the
conference in offense at 90.5 points per game in
Valley games.
"They're a good defensive team but the
tempo they play helps their statistics," !ierrin
said. "They run 35 seconds off the clock and
then they score ...
The Salukis will try to break a 15-game losing
streak against Tulsa. The Salukis last win came
in a 59-58 game in 198{l at the Arena. The Salukis
haven't won at Tulsa since 1979.

